
“Film”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Photography

Mise En Scne

Movement
Topic : Photography

Topic Objective:

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to:

 Learn about Fundamentals of photography

 Understand the styles with the philosophies of the theorists and the goals of the practitioners

 Psychological effects and symbolic implications of colors

 Distinguishing the artistry of the director from the artistry of the cinematographer

Definition/Overview:

Photography: Photography is the process and art of recording pictures by means of

capturing light on a light-sensitive medium, such as a film or an electronic sensor.

This topic explains the historical and theoretical distinctions between realistic, classic, and

formalistic film styles and then uses these styles to discuss the elements of film photography

and the role of the cinematographer. The six basic camera shots differ according to the space

occupied by the human figure, while camera angles differ according to the position of the

camera, regardless of what is being photographed. A director may use lighting and color

realistically or symbolically and may use a variety of technical choiceslenses, filters, and film

stocksfor their aesthetic or psychological value. The role of the cinematographer varies

depending on the director and the needs of the film.

Key Points:

1. Photography

Photography is the process and art of recording pictures by means of capturing light on a

light-sensitive medium, such as a film or an electronic sensor. Light patterns reflected or
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emitted from objects expose a sensitive silver halide based chemical or electronic medium

during a timed exposure, usually through a photographic lens in a device known as a camera

that also stores the resulting information chemically or electronically. Photography has many

uses for business, science, art and pleasure.

The word "photography" comes from the French photographie which is based on the

Greekφώς (phos) "light" +γραφίς (graphis) "stylus", "paintbrush" or γραφή (graph)

"representation by means of lines" or "drawing", together meaning "drawing with light."

Traditionally, the product of photography has been called a photograph, commonly shortened

to photo.

2. Photographic cameras

The camera or camera obscura is the image-forming device, and photographic film or a

silicon electronic image sensor is the sensing medium. The respective recording medium can

be the film itself, or a digital electronic or magnetic memory.

Photographers control the camera and lens to "expose" the light recording material (such as

film) to the required amount of light to form a "latent image" (on film) or "raw file" (in

digital cameras) which, after appropriate processing, is converted to a usable image. Digital

cameras replace film with an electronic image sensor based on light-sensitive electronics such

as charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

technology. The resulting digital image is stored electronically, but can be reproduced on

paper or film.

In all but certain specialized cameras, the process of obtaining a usable exposure must

involve the use, manually or automatically, of a few controls to ensure the photograph is

clear, sharp and well illuminated. The controls usually include but are not limited to the

following:

 Focus - the adjustment to place the sharpest focus where it is desired on the subject.

 Aperture adjustment of the iris, measured as f-number, which controls the amount of light

passing through the lens. Aperture also has an effect on focus and depth of field, namely, the

smaller the opening [aperture], the less light but the greater the depth of field--that is, the

greater the range within which objects appear to be sharply focused.
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 Shutter speed adjustment of the speed (often expressed either as fractions of seconds or as an

angle, with mechanical shutters) of the shutter to control the amount of time during which the

imaging medium is exposed to light for each exposure. Shutter speed may be used to control

the amount of light striking the image plane; 'faster' shutter speeds (that is, those of shorter

duration) decrease both the amount of light and the amount of image blurring from motion of

the subject and/or camera.

 White balance on digital cameras, electronic compensation for the color temperature

associated with a given set of lighting conditions, ensuring that white light is registered as

such on the imaging chip and therefore that the colors in the frame will appear natural. On

mechanical, film-based cameras, this function is served by the operator's choice of film stock.

In addition to using white balance to register natural coloration of the image, photographers

may employ white balance to aesthetic end, for example white balancing to a blue object in

order to obtain a warm color temperature.

 Metering measurement of exposure so that highlights and shadows are exposed according to

the photographer's wishes. Many modern cameras meter and set exposure automatically.

Before automatic exposure, correct exposure was accomplished with the use of a separate

light metering device or by the photographer's knowledge and experience of gauging correct

settings. To translate the amount of light into a usable aperture and shutter speed, the meter

needs to adjust for the sensitivity of the film or sensor to light. This is done by setting the

"film speed" or ISO sensitivity into the meter.

 ISO speed traditionally used to "tell the camera" the film speed of the selected film on film

cameras, ISO speeds are employed on modern digital cameras as an indication of the system's

gain from light to numerical output and to control the automatic exposure system. A correct

combination of ISO speed, aperture, and shutter speed leads to an image that is neither too

dark nor too light.

 Auto-focus point on some cameras, the selection of a point in the imaging frame upon which

the auto-focus system will attempt to focus. Many Single-lens reflex cameras (SLR) feature

multiple auto-focus points in the viewfinder.

Many other elements of the imaging device itself may have a pronounced effect on the

quality and/or aesthetic effect of a given photograph; among them are:

 Focal length and type of lens (telephoto or "long" lens, macro, wide angle, fisheye, or zoom)
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 Filters placed between the subject and the light recording material, either in front of or behind

the lens

 Inherent sensitivity of the medium to light intensity and color/wavelengths.

 The nature of the light recording material, for example its resolution as measured in pixels or

grains of silver halide.

3. Controlling the photographic exposure and rendering

Camera controls are inter-related. The total amount of light reaching the film plane (the

"exposure") changes with the duration of exposure, aperture of the lens, and, the effective

focal length of the lens (which in variable focal length lenses, can change as the lens is

zoomed). Changing any of these controls can alter the exposure. Many cameras may be set to

adjust most or all of these controls automatically. This automatic functionality is useful for

occasional photographers in many situations.

The duration of an exposure is referred to as shutter speed, often even in cameras that don't

have a physical shutter, and is typically measured in fractions of a second. Aperture is

expressed by an f-number or f-stop (derived from focal ratio), which is proportional to the

ratio of the focal length to the diameter of the aperture. If the f-number is decreased by a

factor of \sqrt 2, the aperture diameter is increased by the same factor, and its area is

increased by a factor of 2. The f-stops that might be found on a typical lens include 2.8, 4,

5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22, 32, where going up "one stop" (using lower f-stop numbers) doubles the

amount of light reaching the film, and stopping down one stop halves the amount of light.

Exposures can be achieved through various combinations of shutter speed and aperture. For

example, f/8 at 8 ms (=1/125th of a second) and f/5.6 at 4 ms (=1/250th of a second) yield the

same amount of light. The chosen combination has an impact on the final result. In addition

to the subject or camera movement that might vary depending on the shutter speed, the

aperture (and focal length of the lens) determine the depth of field, which refers to the range

of distances from the lens that will be in focus. For example, using a long lens and a large

aperture (f/2.8, for example), a subject's eyes might be in sharp focus, but not the tip of the

nose. With a smaller aperture (f/22), or a shorter lens, both the subject's eyes and nose can be

in focus. With very small apertures, such as pinholes, a wide range of distance can be brought

into focus.
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Image capture is only part of the image forming process. Regardless of material, some

process must be employed to render the latent image captured by the camera into the final

photographic work. This process consists of two steps, development, and printing.

During the printing process, modifications can be made to the print by several controls. Many

of these controls are similar to controls during image capture, while some are exclusive to the

printing process. Most controls have equivalent digital concepts, but some create different

effects. For example, dodging and burning controls are different between digital and film

processes. Other printing modifications include:

 Chemicals and process used during film development

 Duration of exposure equivalent to shutter speed

 Printing aperture equivalent to aperture, but has no effect on depth of field

 Contrast

 Dodging reduces exposure of certain print areas, resulting in lighter areas

 Burning increases exposure of certain areas, resulting in darker areas

 Paper texture glossy, matte, etc

 Paper type resin-coated (RC) or fiber-based (FB)

 Paper size

 Toners used to add warm to cool tones to black and white

4. Uses of photography

Photography gained the interest of many scientists and artists from its inception. Scientists

have used photography to record and study movements, such as Eadweard Muybridge's study

of human and animal locomotion in 1887. Artists are equally interested by these aspects but

also try to explore avenues other than the photo-mechanical representation of reality, such as

the pictorialist movement. Military, police, and security forces use photography for

surveillance, recognition and data storage. Photography is used to preserve memories of

favorite times, to capture special moments, to tell stories, to send messages, and as a source

of entertainment.

Commercial advertising relies heavily on photography and has contributed greatly to its

development.
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5. History of photography

Photography is the result of combining several technical discoveries. Long before the first

photographs were made, Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) (9651040) invented the camera obscura

and pinhole camera, Albertus Magnus (11931280) discovered silver nitrate, and Georges

Fabricius (15161571) discovered silver chloride. Daniel Barbaro described a diaphragm in

1568. Wilhelm Homberg described how light darkened some chemicals (photochemical

effect) in 1694. The fiction book Giphantie, by French author Tiphaigne de la Roche,

described what can be interpreted as photography.

Photography as a usable process goes back to the 1820s with the development of chemical

photography. The first permanent photograph was an image produced in 1826 by the French

inventor Nicphore Nipce. However, the picture took eight hours to expose, so he went about

trying to find a new process. Working in conjunction with Louis Daguerre, they

experimented with silver compounds based on a Johann Heinrich Schultz discovery in 1724

that a silver and chalk mixture darkens when exposed to light. Nipce died in 1833, but

Daguerre continued the work, eventually culminating with the development of the

daguerreotype in 1837. Eventually, France agreed to pay Daguerre a pension for his formula,

in exchange for his promise to announce his discovery to the world as the gift of France,

which he did in 1839.

Meanwhile, Hercules Florence had already created a very similar process in 1832, naming it

Photographie, and William Fox Talbot had earlier discovered another means to fix a silver

process image but had kept it secret. After reading about Daguerre's invention, Talbot refined

his process so that it might be fast enough to take photographs of people. By 1840, Talbot

had invented the calotype process, which creates negative images. John Herschel made many

contributions to the new methods. He invented the cyanotype process, now familiar as the

"blueprint". He was the first to use the terms "photography", "negative" and "positive". He

discovered sodium thiosulphate solution to be a solvent of silver halides in 1819, and

informed Talbot and Daguerre of his discovery in 1839 that it could be used to "fix" pictures

and make them permanent. He made the first glass negative in late 1839.

In March 1851, Frederick Scott Archer published his findings in "The Chemist" on the wet

plate collodion process. This became the most widely used process between 1852 and the late

1880s when the dry plate was introduced. There are three subsets to the Collodion process;
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the Ambrotype (positive image on glass), the Ferrotype or Tintype (positive image on metal)

and the negative which was printed on Albumen or Salt paper.

Many advances in photographic glass plates and printing were made in through the

nineteenth century. In 1884, George Eastman developed the technology of film to replace

photographic plates, leading to the technology used by film cameras today.

In 1908 Gabriel Lippmann won the Nobel Laureate in Physics for his method of reproducing

colours photographically based on the phenomenon of interference, also known as the

Lippmann plate.

6. Photography types

6.1. Black-and-white photography

All photography was originally monochrome, most of these photographs were black-

and-white. Even after color film was readily available, black-and-white photography

continued to dominate for decades, due to its lower cost and its "classic" photographic

look. It is important to note that some monochromatic pictures are not always pure

blacks and whites, but also contain other hues depending on the process. The

Cyanotype process produces an image of blue and white for example. The albumen

process which was used more than 150 years ago had brown tones.

Many photographers continue to produce some monochrome images. Some full color

digital images are processed using a variety of techniques to create black and whites,

and some cameras have even been produced to exclusively shoot monochrome.

6.2. Color photography

Color photography was explored beginning in the mid 1800s. Early experiments in

color could not fix the photograph and prevent the color from fading. The first

permanent color photo was taken in 1861 by the physicist James Clerk Maxwell.

One of the early methods of taking color photos was to use three cameras. Each

camera would have a color filter in front of the lens. This technique provides the

photographer with the three basic channels required to recreate a color image in a
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darkroom or processing plant. Russian photographer Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-

Gorskii developed another technique, with three color plates taken in quick

succession.

Practical application of the technique was held back by the very limited color

response of early film; however, in the early 1900s, following the work of photo-

chemists such as H. W. Vogel, emulsions with adequate sensitivity to green and red

light at last became available.

The first color plate, Autochrome, invented by the French Lumire brothers, reached

the market in 1907. It was based on a 'screen-plate' filter made of dyed dots of potato

starch, and was the only color film on the market until German Agfa introduced the

similar Agfacolor in 1932. In 1935, American Kodak introduced the first modern

('integrated tri-pack') color film, Kodachrome, based on three colored emulsions. This

was followed in 1936 by Agfa's Agfacolor Neue. Unlike the Kodachrome tri-pack

process, the color couplers in Agfacolor Neue were integral with the emulsion layers,

which greatly simplified the film processing. Most modern color films, except

Kodachrome, are based on the Agfacolor Neue technology. Instant color film was

introduced by Polaroid in 1963.

Color photography may form images as a positive transparency, intended for use in a

slide projector or as color negatives, intended for use in creating positive color

enlargements on specially coated paper. The latter is now the most common form of

film (non-digital) color photography owing to the introduction of automated

photoprinting equipment.

6.3. Full-spectrum, ultraviolet and infrared photography

Ultraviolet and infrared films have been available for many decades and employed in

a variety of photographic avenues since the 1960s. New technological trends in digital

photography have opened a new direction in full spectrum photography, where careful

filtering choices across the ultraviolet, visible and infrared lead to new artistic visions.

Modified digital cameras can detect some ultraviolet, all of the visible and much of

the near infrared spectrum, as most digital imaging sensors are sensitive from about
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350nm to 1000nm. An off-the-shelf digital camera contains an infrared hot mirror

filter that blocks most of the infrared and a bit of the ultraviolet that would otherwise

be detected by the sensor, narrowing the accepted range from about 400nm to 700nm.

Replacing a hot mirror or infrared blocking filter with an infrared pass or a wide

spectrally transmitting filter allows the camera to detect the wider spectrum light at

greater sensitivity. Without the hot-mirror, the red, green and blue (or cyan, yellow

and magenta) colored micro-filters placed over the sensor elements pass varying

amounts of ultraviolet (blue window) and infrared (primarily red, and somewhat

lesser the green and blue micro-filters). Uses of full spectrum photography are for fine

art photography, geology, forensics & law enforcement, and even some claimed use

in ghost hunting.

6.4. Digital photography

Traditional photography burdened photographers working at remote locations without

easy access to processing facilities, and competition from television pressured

photographers to deliver images to newspapers with greater speed. Photo journalists at

remote locations often carried miniature photo labs and a means of transmitting

images through telephone lines. In 1981, Sony unveiled the first consumer camera to

use a charge-coupled device for imaging, eliminating the need for film: the Sony

Mavica. While the Mavica saved images to disk, the images were displayed on

television, and the camera was not fully digital. In 1990, Kodak unveiled the DCS

100, the first commercially available digital camera. Although its high cost precluded

uses other than photojournalism and professional photography, commercial digital

photography was born.

Digital imaging uses an electronic image sensor to record the image as a set of

electronic data rather than as chemical changes on film. The primary difference

between digital and chemical photography is that chemical photography resists

manipulation because it involves film and photographic paper, while digital imaging

is a highly manipulative medium. This difference allows for a degree of image post-

processing that is comparatively difficult in film-based photography and permits

different communicative potentials and applications.
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Digital point-and-shoot cameras have become widespread consumer products,

outselling film cameras, and including new features such as video and audio

recording. Kodak announced in January 2004 that it would no longer sell reloadable

35 mm cameras in western Europe, Canadaand the United Statesafter the end of that

year. Kodak was at that time a minor player in the reloadable film cameras market. In

January 2006, Nikon followed suit and announced that they will stop the production

of all but two models of their film cameras: the low-end Nikon FM10, and the high-

end Nikon F6. On May 25, 2006, Canon announced they will stop developing new

film SLR cameras.

According to a survey made by Kodak in 2007, 75 percent of professional

photographers say they will continue to use film, even though some embrace digital.

According to the U.S. survey results, more than two-thirds (68 percent) of

professional photographers prefer the results of film to those of digital for certain

applications including:

o films superiority in capturing more information on medium and large format

o film (48 percent)

o creating a traditional photographic look (48 percent);

o Capturing shadow and highlighting details (45 percent);

o The wide exposure latitude of film (42 percent); and

o Archival storage (38 percent)

Because photography is popularly synonymous with truth ("The camera doesn't lie."),

digital imaging has raised many ethical concerns. Many photojournalists have

declared they will not crop their pictures, or are forbidden from combining elements

of multiple photos to make "illustrations," passing them as real photographs. Many

courts will not accept digital images as evidence because of their inherently

manipulative nature and they could be completely fake, do they only take solid
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evidence. Today's technology has made picture editing relatively simple for even the

novice photographer.Recent changes of in-camera processing allows digital

fingerprinting of RAW photos to verify against tampering of digital photos for

forensics use.

7. Photography styles

7.1. Commercial photography

Commercial photography is probably best defined as any photography to which

money exchanges hands. In this light money could be paid for the subject of the

photograph or the photograph itself. Wholesale, retail, and professional uses of

photography would fall under this definition. The commercial photographic world

could include:

7.2. Advertising photography

These photographs made to illustrate and usually sell a service or product. These

images a It is re generally done with an advertising agency, design firm or with an in-

house corporate design team.

7.3. Fashion and glamour photography

This type of photography usually incorporates models. Fashion photography

emphasizes the clothes or product, glamour emphasizes the model. Glamour

photography is popular in advertising and in men's magazines. Models in glamour

photography may be nude, but this is not always the case.

7.4. Crime Scene Photography

This type of photography consists of photographing scenes of crime such as robberies

and murders. A black and white camera or an infrared camera may be used to capture

specific details.
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7.5. Still life photography

This usually depicts inanimate subject matter, typically commonplace objects which

may be either natural or man-made.

7.6. Food photography

This can be used for editorial, packaging or advertising use. Food photography is

similar to still life photography, but requires some special skills.

7.7. Editorial photography

Photographs made to illustrate a story or idea within the context of a magazine. These

are usually assigned by the magazine.

7.8. Photojournalism

This can be considered a subset of editorial photography. Photographs made in this

context are accepted as a documentation of a news story.

7.9. Portrait and wedding photography

Photographs made and sold directly to the end user of the images.

7.10. Landscape photography

It is photographs of different locations.

7.11. Conceptual photography

It is a Photography that turns a concept or idea into a photograph. Even though what

is depicted in the photographs are real objects, the subject is strictly abstract.

7.12. Wildlife photography

It demonstrates life of the animals.
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7.13. Pornography

It is explicit depiction of sexual subject matter, especially with the sole intention of

sexually exciting the viewer using a variety of media including photography.

7.14. Photo sharing

It is publishing or transfer of a user's digital photos online.

The market for photographic services demonstrates the aphorism "one picture is worth a

thousand words," which has an interesting basis in the history of photography. Magazines and

newspapers, companies putting up Web sites, advertising agencies and other groups pay for

photography. Many people take photographs for self-fulfillment or for commercial purposes.

Organizations with a budget and a need for photography have several options: they can

employ a photographer directly, organize a public competition, or obtain rights to stock

photographs. Photo stock can be procured through traditional stock giants, such as Getty

Images or Corbis; smaller microstock agencies, such as Fotolia; or web marketplaces, such as

Cutcaster.

7.15. Photography as an art form

During the twentieth century, both fine art photography and documentary

photography became accepted by the English-speaking art world and the gallery

system. In the United States, a handful of photographers, including Alfred Stieglitz,

Edward Steichen, John Szarkowski, F. Holland Day, and Edward Weston, spent their

lives advocating for photography as a fine art. At first, fine art photographers tried to

imitate painting styles. This movement is called Pictorialism, often using soft focus

for a dreamy, 'romantic' look. In reaction to that, Weston, Ansel Adams, and others

formed the f/64 Group to advocate 'straight photography', the photograph as a (sharply

focused) thing in itself and not an imitation of something else.

The aesthetics of photography is a matter that continues to be discussed regularly,

especially in artistic circles. Many artists argued that photography was the mechanical

reproduction of an image. If photography is authentically art, then photography in the

context of art would need redefinition, such as determining what component of a

photograph makes it beautiful to the viewer. The controversy began with the earliest
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images "written with light"; Nicphore Nipce, Louis Daguerre, and others among the

very earliest photographers were met with acclaim, but some questioned if their work

met the definitions and purposes of art.

Clive Bell in his classic essay Art states that only "significant form" can distinguish

art from what is not art.

There must be some one quality without which a work of art cannot exist; possessing

which, in the least degree, no work is altogether worthless. What is this quality? What

quality is shared by all objects that provoke our aesthetic emotions? What quality is

common to Sta. Sophia and the windows at Chartres, Mexican sculpture, a Persian

bowl, Chinese carpets, Giotto's frescoes at Padua, and the masterpieces of Poussin,

Piero della Francesca, and Cezanne? Only one answer seems possible - significant

form. In each, lines and colors combined in a particular way, certain forms and

relations of forms, stir our aesthetic emotions.

On February 14th 2006 Sothebys Londonsold the 2001 photograph "99 Cent II

Diptychon" for an unprecedented $3,346,456 to an anonymous bidder making it the

most expensive of all time.

8. Technical photography

Fallen Tay Bridge from the north. When enlarged this plate shows a key design flaw in the

bridge: the smaller surviving towers were supported by a continuous girder at their tops,

while the fallen towers lack this essential reinforcing element. The two surviving high towers

show a gap in their tops.

Fallen Tay Bridge from the north. When enlarged this plate shows a key design flaw in the

bridge: the smaller surviving towers were supported by a continuous girder at their tops,

while the fallen towers lack this essential reinforcing element. The two surviving high towers

show a gap in their tops.

The camera has a long and distinguished history as a means of recording phenomena from the

first use by Daguerre and Fox-Talbot, such as astronomical events (eclipses for example) and

small creatures when the camera was attached to the eyepiece of microscopes (in

photomicroscopy). The camera also proved useful in recording crime scenes and the scenes
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of accidents, one of the first uses being at the scene of the Tay RailBridge disaster of 1879.

The set of accident photographs was used in the subsequent court of inquiry so that witnesses

could identify pieces of the wreckage, and the technique is now commonplace in courts of

law. The set of over 50 Taybridge photographs are of very high quality and when scanned at

high resolution, can be enlarged to show details of the failed components such as broken cast

iron lugs and the tie bars which failed to hold the towers in place. They show that the bridge

was badly designed, badly built and badly maintained. The methods used in analysing old

photographs are known as forensic photography.

Between 1846 and 1852 Charles Brooke invented a technology for the automatic registration

of instruments by photography. These instruments included barometers, thermometers,

psychrometers, and magnetometers, which recorded their readings by means of an automated

photographic process.

9. Other photographic image forming techniques

Besides the camera, other methods of forming images with light are available. For instance, a

photocopy or xerography machine forms permanent images but uses the transfer of static

electrical charges rather than photographic film, hence the term electrophotography.

Photograms are images produced by the shadows of objects cast on the photographic paper,

without the use of a camera. Objects can also be placed directly on the glass of an image

scanner to produce digital pictures.

Example/Case Study:

Films that employ a wide variety of cinematic choices would be most effective for studying

photography. Tootsie,All That Jazz, Apocalypse Now, Citizen Kane, Unforgiven,Seven,

and Working Girl are all rich in variety of shots and angles. The first three are, to varying

degrees, formalistic in style; Citizen Kane juggles realism, classicism, and formalism;

Unforgiven is a good example of classicism with realistic touches; Seven and Working Girl

are textbook examples of classicism and employ the whole range of shots and angles.

1. Tootsie (1982)

Tootsie (1982) was nominated for ten Academy Awards (including best picture, actor,

actress, director, screenplay, sound, and editing) though it took only one (supporting actress,
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Jessica Lange) in the year of Ghandi and E.T. Dustin Hoffman plays Michael Dorsey, a

struggling actor who dons a wig, a dress, and makeup and changes his name to Dorothy

Michaels in order to get work (a role in a soap opera). The surface makeover leads to an

internal makeover, resulting in a growth in self-awareness and honesty. This film can lead to

polarization of students over gender issues and stir lively debate in the classroom. The appeal

ofTootsie is enhanced by the fine-tuned comic performances of Dabney Coleman, Charles

Durning, Bill Murray, Sydney Pollack (the director), and Teri Garr (also nominated for best

supporting actress).

2. Working Girl (1988)

Working Girl (1988) features an all-star popular cast (Melanie Griffith, Harrison Ford,

Sigourney Weaver), Academy Awardwinning director Mike Nichols (The Graduate), and

the Academy Awardwinning song Let the Rivers Run (Carly Simon). It was also nominated

for best picture, actress, and director. With its high-production values, sentimental angle,

classical cutting, appealing characters, and paradigm structure, this film fits every convention

in the formula for classical cinema. Nichols uses the whole range of shots and angles, except

oblique, in the first fifteen minutes. Students can readily identify the shots and discuss the

purpose for each one.

Working Girl also uses easily identified and interpreted motifs: birthdays, stuffed animals,

beverages, and, of course, the mirror motif. Though Understanding Movies does not

discuss motifs at length until Topic nine Writing, students can grasp the concept quickly and

enjoy some early success in their efforts at analysis as they are provided with visual clues to

the themes of the film. Working Girl also makes abundant use of planting; for example,

before Tess finds her boyfriend in bed with Doreen, Doreen is planted in the group of friends

waiting in the bathroom to surprise Tess at her birthday party. When Tess shares her business

idea with her boss, Miss Parker (Weaver) asks whether the idea is really hers; this

conversation is, of course, a plant for Miss Parkers theft of Tesss idea. Both plants ultimately

tie into the theme of betrayal and the issue of ethics. Working Girl is not one of the

masterpieces of cinema, but its an excellent example of classicism, it is full of excellent

photgraphy, and it is accessible to beginning film students.
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3. Seven (1995)

Seven (1995) is David Finchers second feature film (his first was Alien 3). Seven stars Brad

Pitt and Morgan Freeman as well as Gwyneth Paltrow (in a limited role as Pitts love interest

here) and Kevin Spacey. The movies narrative line is developed in a straightforward rising

pattern of action as the detective teamPitt and Freeman (an odd couple in terms of age, race,

and detective technique)try to find a serial killer (Spacey).

But, in an unusual turn, once the killer is found, the two then try to keep him from completing

his murderous mission. Ideas to explore include brains vs. brawn, reason vs. emotion,

experience vs. inexperience, and self-control vs. self-indulgence. Set decoration plays a vital

role in creating the grotesque tableau for each of the murders, murders which apparently

serve as each victims punishment for committing one of the deadly sins (or so the killer has

decided). As befitting an entry into the American film noir canon, Sevens lighting ranges

from dark to light with darker shades often being used at the scenes of the murders (though

not always). Fincher uses a wide variety of shots and angles as well as loose and tight shots to

complement the action and acting (few do cerebral better than Freeman; and Spacey excels in

creepy), manipulate tension, and create psychological and symbolic effects. Note: Seven is

rated R for gore, violence, and profanity.

Topic : Mise En Scne

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about the elements of mise en scne

 Understand the functions of the frame

 Understand compositional design

Definition/Overview:

Mise-en-scne: Mise En Scne is an expression used in the theatre and film worlds to describe

the design aspects of a production. Stemming from the theater, the French term mise en scne

literally means "putting on stage." When applied to the cinema, mise-en-scne refers to
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everything that appears before the cameraand its arrangement sets, props, actors, costumes,

and lighting.

This topic describes how two-dimensional framing, composition, and design affect the

moving image. It also examines three-dimensional issues of territorial space, proxemic

patterns, and open and closed forms. A filmmaker can manipulate the viewers attention by

using contrasts, movement, narrative emphasis, and visual patterns. Using the illusion of

three dimensional space, a director can position figures to suggest relative strength or

weakness. The screen may be viewed as a window (open form) or as a framing proscenium

arch (closed form).

Key Points:

1. Mise-en-scne

Mise-en-scne also includes the positioning and movement of actors on the set, which is called

blocking. These are all the areas overseen by the director, and thus, in French film credits, the

director's title is metteur en scne, "putter on scene."

This narrow definition of mise-en-scne is not shared by all critics. For some, it refers to all

elements of visual style that is, both elements on the set and aspects of the camera. For others,

such as U.S.film critic Andrew Sarris, it takes on mystical meanings related to the emotional

tone of a film.

2. Elements of Mise-en-scne

Recently, the term has come to represent a style of conveying the information of a scene

primarily through a single shot often accompanied by camera movement. It is to be

contrasted with montage-style filmmaking multiple angles pieced together through editing.

Overall, mise-en-scne is used when the director wishes to give an impression of the

characters or situation without vocally articulating it through the framework of spoken

dialogue, and typically does not represent a realistic setting. The common example is that of a

cluttered, disorganized apartment being used to reflect the disorganization in a character's life

in general, or a spartanly decorated apartment to convey a character with an "empty soul", in

both cases specifically and intentionally ignoring any practicality in the setting.
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In German filmmaking in the 1910s and 1920s one can observe tone, meaning, and narrative

information conveyed through mise-en-scne. Perhaps the most famous example of this is The

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920) where a character's internal state of mind is represented

through set design and blocking.

The similar-sounding, but unrelated term, "metteurs en scne" (literally, "stagers") was used

by the auteur theory to disparagingly label directors who did not put their personal vision into

their films.

Because of its relationship to shot blocking, mise-en-scne is also a term sometimes used

among professional screenwriters to indicate descriptive (action) paragraphs between the

dialogs.

Only rarely is mise-en-scne critique used in other art forms, but it has been used effectively to

analyse photography, literature and comics. Likewise, video games (especially that

employing first-person perspective) have begun to seriously take into account how players

experience the game's story through the "eyes" of the character they control.

3. The Frame

3.1. Key Terms and Concepts

3.1.1. Aspect Ratio-the ratio between the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the

screen.

3.1.2. Widescreen-a movie image that has an aspect ratio of approximate 5: 3,

though some widescreens possess horizontal dimensions that extend as wide as

2.5 times the vertical dimension of the screen.

3.1.3. Masking- a technique whereby a portion of the movie image is blocked out,

thus temporarily alters the dimensions of the screens aspect ratio.
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"Masking a movie is just like using a cookie cutter on a piece of dough. You have a flat

chunk of dough rolled out into a square. You grab a cookie cutter - perhaps a circle - and

press down on the dough. When you lift up, the only thing that has changed about the

dough is the shape. You didnt change the flavor or the look of it - just the shape.

Masking a movie is the same."

3.1.4. Iris a masking device that black out portions of the screen, permitting only a

part of the image to be seen. Usually, the iris is circular or oval in shape and

can be expanded or contracted.

"This is an iris shot, a device that was popular in silent films."

From "The Magnificent Ambersons"

3.1.5. Viewfinder- an eyepiece on the camera that defines the playing area and the

framing of the action to be photographed.

3.1.6. Formalists a style of filmmaking in which aesthetic forms take precedence

over the subject matter as content. Time and space as ordinarily perceived are

often distorted. Emphasis is on the essential, symbolic characteristics of

objects and people, not necessarily on their superficial appearance. Formalists

are often lyrical, self consciously heightening their style to call attention to it

as a value for its own sake.

3.1.7. Deep-focus long shot- a technique of photography that permits all distance

planes to remain clearly in focus, from close-up ranges to infinity.

3.1.8. Medium Shot- a relatively close shot, revealing the human figure from the

knees or waist up.

3.2. Functions of the frame

Mise-en-scne is generated by the construction of shots and the ways that they lead to

visual coherence, across the edits from shot to shot. It includes all the elements in

front of the camera that compose a shot: lighting; use of black and white or color;
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placement of characters in the scene; design of elements within the shot (part of the

process of production design); placement of camera vis-vis characters in the set;

movement of camera and/or actors; composition of the shot as a wholehow it is

framed and what is in the frame. Even music may be considered part of mise-en-scne.

While not seen, at its best music enhances the visual and narrative construction of the

shot.

4. Compositional design

4.1. Dramatic context

Dramatic context is usually the determining factor in composition (The setting for

dramatic work that includes the who, where, and when of an activity)

4.2. Film maker might throw off the visual balance to present an image that is more

psychologically more appropriate.

4.3. The eye can detect as many as seven or eight major elements of a composition

simultaneously.

4.4. The eye is guided to a certain area through use of a dominant contrast the dominant.

4.5. After the dominant is taken in the eye scans the subsidiary contrasts that the artist has

placed there to act as counterbalancing devices.

4.6. The dominant is usually movement or intrinsic interest.

Upper part of composition is heavier

Landscape is seldom divided horizontally at the midpoint of a composition, or the

sky would appear to opress the earth.

4.7. Space that exists in the diegesis but that is not visible in the frame. Offscreen space

becomes significant when the viewer's attention is called to an event or presence in

the diegesis that is not visible in the frame. Offscreen space is commonly exploited

for suspense in horror and thriller films.
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4.7.1. Video for Off-screen space

Isolated figures and objects tend to be heavier than those in a cluster.

4.8. Lines

Certain lines suggest directional movement.

4.9. Skeletal Structures

Artists have favored skeletal structures such as S and X shapes, triangular designs,

and circles because they are thought to be inherently beautiful.

4.10. Binary structures

Binary structures emphasize parallelism

5. Cinematic mise-en-scne

Cinematic mise-en-scne refers to how directors, working in concert with their

cinematographers and production designers, articulateindeed, createthe spatial elements and

coordinates in the shot and succeed in composing well-defined, coherent, fictional worlds.

Composition and the articulation of space within a film carry as much narrative power and

meaning as its characters' dialogue. Mise-en-scne is thus part of a film's narrative, but it can

tell a larger story, indicating things about the events and characters that go beyond any words

they utter.

6. Critics view

Mise-en-scne can also be an evaluative term. Critics may claim a film does or does not

possess mise-en-scne. For example, if a film depends entirely on dialogue to tell its story, if

its visual structure is made up primarily of a static camera held at eye level on characters who

are speaking in any given scene, if its lighting is bright, even, and shadowless, it lacks mise-

en-scne. On a more subjective level, if a viewer's eyes drift away from the screen because
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there isn't much of interest to look at, the film lacks mise-en-scne. Such a film may succeed

on other levels, but not visually; it is constructed not in the camera but in the editing room,

where the process is much cheaper because actors are absent. Films with good dialogue, well-

constructed narrative, and scant mise-enscne can still be quite effective. But these are rareas

rare as well-written films.

Journalistic reviewers may care little about mise-ene. They are rarely concerned with the look

of films and focus mostly on whether or not the story or characters seem "real." They may

term visually centered works "arty" or say they have interesting "camera angles." Filmgoers

may simply want to be entertained and not care about how a film is constructed. But

dedicated filmmakers and filmgoers, like talented novelists and readers, want complete, self-

contained, detailed cinematic worlds that are at the time open to the viewers' own worlds and

experiences. Such people will find satisfaction in the visual complexity of mise-en-scne.

Example/Case Study:

1. Mise en scne: mise en scne is just as important to realism as it is to classicism and

formalism, it is generally easier for students to perceive and discuss the self-consciously

artistic visual designs of more formalistic films. Amadeus and Dangerous Liaisons serve up

veritable feasts for mise en scne analysis.

The brilliance of Amadeus(1984) is easily gauged by its collection of Academy Awards: best

picture, actor, director, screenplay (adapted), sound, art direction/set decoration, costume

design, and makeup. The film was also nominated for cinematography and film editing.

Amadeus is ideal for exercising students in the lessons of this chapter. Many images invite

discussion of the frame. For example, Salieri is consistently framed by arches, such as in the

asylum scenes. With the attention to lighting, texture, and form, some of the images of old

Salieri emulate the neoclassical artistry of Jacques-Louis David. Functioning as a frame

within the frame, the arch encloses and depresses the stooped old man. Close shots of Salieris

hands, one of the major visual motifs of the film, may remind students of the art of the Italian

Renaissance or the hands of a Rodin sculpture. In terms of proxemics, Salieri remains distant

and turned away from the priest, and he and the priest are rarely framed together; these are

cinematic choices that literalize and symbolize the emotional, intellectual, social, and

spiritual distance between the two.
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In terms of narrative, Amadeus is structured as a story within a story. The central

storyMozarts lifeis delivered in the context of the narrative frameSalieris confession to the

priest. The scenes in the narrative frame are closer, darker, and heavy with inertia compared

to scenes of the central story. The cinematic style of the central story is characteristically

higher key, more saturated with color; more kinetic, more vibrant with sound, and very dense

(accept scenes isolating young Salieri, which parallel cinematically the scenes in the narrative

frame). In the central story, the mise en scne usually places Salieri in the background, relative

to Mozart, and emphasizes Mozarts relationship to other characters, especially the court.

Mozart is held apart from the Emperor and the court cabal in long shots; edits between close

shots of Mozart and medium shots of Salieri and the cabal reinforce the idea that Mozart is

out of place. Color symbolism and costume design make Mozart stand out like a silly fop,

just as his high-pitched giggle symbolizes his lack of courtly sophistication and his carpe

diem approach to life.

Amadeus offers deep-focus shots worth examining. Several exterior scenes emulate the

elegance and grandeur of some neoclassical landscape paintings. It is appropriate that, with

his spiritual angst, Salieri is portrayed in Renaissance style, while Mozart, focused on his

social struggle, is portrayed in a more neoclassical style.

3. Dangerous Liaisons(1988), also set in eighteenth-century Europe, garnered three

Academy Awards (screenplay, adapted; art direction/set decoration; costume design) out of

seven nominations (best picture, actress, supporting actress, score). This story of simmering

fatal attraction amongst the French haut monde is dominated by tightly framed, closed-form,

low-key, interior shots and will provide students good practice in mise en scne analysis.

Challenge the class to analyze the mise en scne and symbolism of Valmonts temptation of

Madam de Tourvel in the formal French garden. Ennui can be a deadly, contagious disease.

4. About a Boy (2002) is written and directed by brothers Chris and Paul Weitz and based on

Nick Hornbys novel by the same name. In this classically structured comedy, Hugh Grant

plays Will Freeman, a financially independent (though not necessarily rich) but feckless

bachelor, who measures out his life in precise units as he attempts to seduce as many women

as he can. He is completely unfettered and carefree until he stumbles into a relationship with

a young teenage boy named Marcus (Nicholas Hoult), who finds himself a despised outcast

among his peers, in part because of the way his mother dresses and makes over him: she

suffocates him unknowingly in more ways than one. Fortunately, when Will and Marcus
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meet they slowly form an unlikely friendship. In the process, both males begin to grow up.

As indicated, costume plays an important role in suggesting character. Will, for example,

dresses in a black T-shirt, jeans, and tennis shoes, which make him cool but suggest he is, in

fact, not much in the way of a movies typical good guy. Marcuss mother overdresses himand

garishly soin comparison to other teens. The boys dress not only makes him stand apart from

his peers but also helps us see that Marcuss moms love is both smothering him and

misshaping him. Marcus is indeed a misfit. The Weitz brothers use much closed-form

framing and many tight shots in the sets where the action takes place. In Wills apartment, for

example, such form and shots suggest that Will lives a more restricted life than he realizes, at

least initially.

Objects also comment on character: as the camera slowly examines Wills apartment in the

films beginning, Wills voice-over presents an ironic contrast as he introduces himself and his

lifestyle. The audience sees many of his toys and realizes that Will may be a swinger, but he

is shallowa case of arrested development. Proxemic patterns also figure prominently in the

film. For example, Marcus, late in the film, finds himself isolated in the schoolyard with

social space separating him from his peers (and the camera also pulls back from him). The

class may come to a richer appreciation of this thoughtful comedy by examining the

construction of setting as it relates to character, color use, proxemic patterns, and objects that

serve as metaphors or symbols (for example, the loaf of inedible bread Marcuss mother

makes for him to take on an outing early in the film).

Topic : Movement

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about the Classical forms

 Understand Musical composition

 Comprehend Musical form

 Have knowledge about Composing music

 Learn regarding Compositional instrumentation

 Define Recomposition
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Definition/Overview:

Movement: A movement is a self-contained part of a musical composition or musical form.

While individual or selected movements from a composition are sometimes performed

separately, a performance of the complete work requires all the movements to be performed

in succession.

Often a composer attempts to interrelate the movements thematically, or sometimes in more

subtle ways, in order that the individual movements exert a cumulative effect. In some forms,

composers sometimes link the movements, or ask for them to be played without a pause

between them.

Key Points:

1. Classical forms

Different forms of music that were established during the common practice period have

separate conventions about the number of movements required, and their tempo and structure.

It was customary for the first movement in a symphony to be allegro and in sonata form, the

second andante or adagio, the third a fast scherzo or a menuet, and the fourth a lively allegro.

These conventions were not always strictly followed, however. Examples abound of

symphonies from the common practice period that begin or end with a slow movement, or

which have three, or even five or more movements. A three-movement version of the

symphony form was conventionally used for instrumental concertos, containing only a slow

central movement.

In concerts it is, these days, customary to applaud when the entire work is completed, not

between movements. During the classical era it was commonplace to applaud after each

movement, and individual movements were sometimes encored.

As well as concertos and symphonies, many chamber works also use these forms. These

chamber pieces are typically named after the ensemble for which they are written: for

example, string quartet, piano trio, wind quintet. As with symphonies there are numerous

examples of exceptions to the standard scheme: for example Beethoven's String Quartet op.

131 is in seven movements which are played without any breaks between them.
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The term 'sonata' often denotes a multi-movement work for a solo instrument, or a solo

instrument with piano; e.g. a "cello sonata" generally refers to a multi-movement piece for

cello and piano.

2. Musical composition

Musical composition is:

An original piece of music

The structure of a musical piece

The process of creating a new piece of music

A piece of music exists in the form of a written composition in musical notation or as a single

acoustic event (a live performance or recorded track). If composed before being performed,

music can be performed from memory, through written musical notation, or through a

combination of both. Compositions comprise musical elements, which vary widely from

person to person and between cultures. Improvisation is the act of composing during the

performance, assembling musical elements spontaneously.

3. Musical form

In discussing the structure or organization of a musical work, the composition of that work is

generally called its musical form. These techniques draw a parallel to art's formal elements.

Sometimes, the entire form of a piece is through-composed, meaning that each part is

different, with no repetition of sections; other forms include strophic, rondo, verse-chorus, or

other parts. Some pieces are composed around a set scale, where the compositional technique

might be considered the usage of a particular scale. Others are composed during performance,

where a variety of techniques are also sometimes used. Some are used from particular songs

which are familiar.

Important in tonal musical composition is the scale for the notes used, including the mode

and tonic note. In music using twelve tone techniques, the tone row is even more

comprehensive a factor than a scale. Similarly, music of the Middle East employs

compositions that are rigidly based on a specific mode (such as the dorian, phrygian,
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mixolydian, and locrian scales), often within improvisational contexts, as does Indian

classical music in both the Hindustani and the Carnatic systems, gamelans of Java and Bali,

and much music in Africa.

4. Composing music

People who practice composition are called composers. Compositional techniques are the

methods used to create music. Useful skills in composition include writing musical notation,

instrumentation, and handling musical ensembles (orchestration). Other skills include

extended techniques such as improvisation, musical montage, preparing instruments, using

non-traditional instruments, and other methods of sound production.

5. Compositional instrumentation

The task of adapting a composition for musical instruments/ensembles, called arranging or

orchestrating, may be undertaken by the composer or separately by an arranger based on the

composer's core composition. A composition may have multiple arrangements based on such

factors as intended audience type and breadth, musical genre or stylistic treatment, recorded

or live performance considerations, available musicians and instruments, commercial goals

and economic constraints.

Based on such factors, composers or arrangers must decide upon the instrumentation of the

original work. Today, the contemporary composer can virtually write for almost any

combination of instruments. Some common group settings include music for Full Orchestra

(consisting of just about every instrument group), Wind Ensemble (or Concert Band, which

consists of larger sections and greater diversity of wind, brass and percussion instruments

than are usually found in the orchestra), or a chamber group (often ca instrumentation of at

least two instruments). The composer may also choose to write for only one instrument, in

which case this is called a solo.

Composers are not limited to writing only for instruments, they may also decide to write for

voice (including choral works, operas, and musicals) or percussion instruments or electronic

instruments. Alternatively, as is the case with musique concrte, the composer can work with

many sounds often not associated with the creation of music, such as typewriters, sirens, and

so forth.
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In Elizabeth Swados' Listening Out Loud, she explains how a composer must know the full

capabilities of each instrument and how they must complement each other, not compete. She

gives an example of how in an earlier composition of hers, she had the tuba above the

piccolo. This would clearly drown the piccolo out, thus giving it no purpose in the

composition. Each instrument chosen to be in a piece must have a reason for being there that

adds to what the composer is trying to convey within the work

6. Recomposition

Recomposition is composition which employs prior material so as to comment upon it such

as in mash-ups and various contemporary classical works. It may be thought of as analysis.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Editing

Sound

Acting

Topic : Editing

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about print media

Definition/Overview:

Editor: A person who edits is called an editor; editing language, images, or sound through

correction, condensation, organization, and other modifications in various media.. In a sense,

the editing process originates with the idea for the work itself and continues in the

relationship between the author and the editor. Editing is, therefore, also a practice that

includes creative skills, human relations, and a precise set of methods.
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Key Points:

1. Print media

There are various levels of editorial positions in publishing. Typically, one finds junior

editorial assistants reporting to the senior-level editorial managers and directors who report to

senior executive editors. Senior executive editors are responsible for developing a product to

its final release. The smaller the publication, the more these roles run together. In particular,

the substantive editor and copy editor often overlap: fact-checking and rewriting can be the

responsibility of either.

Newspaper and wire services copyeditors correct spelling, grammar, and matters of house

style, design pages and select of news stories for inclusion. At UK and Australian

newspapers, the term is "sub-editor." As well, they choose the layout of the publication and

communicating with the printer a production editor. This and similar jobs are also called

"layout editor," "design editor," "news designer," or more so in the past "makeup editor."

Magazine editors include a top-level editor may be called an editor-in-chief. Frequent and

esteemed contributors to a magazine may acquire a title of editor at-large or contributing

editor.

In the book publishing industry, editors organize anthologies and other compilations produce

definitive editions of a classic author's works ("scholarly editor"); and organize and manage

contributions to a multi-author book (symposium editor or volume editor). Finding

marketable ideas and presenting them to appropriate authors: a sponsoring editor. Obtaining

copy or recruiting authors such as: an acquisitions editor or a commissioning editor for a

publishing house. Improving an author's writing so that they indeed say what they mean to

say in an effective manner; a substantive editor. Depending on the writer's skill level, this

editing can sometimes turn into ghost writing. Substantive editing is seldom a title. Many

types of editors do this type of work, either in-house at a publisher or on an independent

basis.
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Topic : Sound

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Perception of sound

 Comprehend Physics of sound

 Understand Longitudinal and transverse waves

 Distinguish between Sound wave properties and characteristics

 Have value about Speed of sound

 Define Acoustics and noise

 Have knowledge regarding Equipment for dealing with sound

Definition/Overview:

Sound is vibration transmitted through a solid, liquid, or gas; particularly, sound means those

vibrations composed of frequencies capable of being detected by ears.

Key Points:

1. Perception of sound

For humans, hearing is limited to frequencies between about 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz (20 kHz),

with the upper limit generally decreasing with age. Other species have a different range of

hearing. For example, dogs can perceive vibrations higher than 20 kHz. As a signal perceived

by one of the major senses, sound is used by many species for detecting danger, navigation,

predation, and communication. Earth's atmosphere, water, and virtually any physical

phenomenon, such as fire, rain, wind, surf, or earthquake, produces (and is characterized by)

its unique sounds. Many species, such as frogs, birds, marine and terrestrial mammals, have

also developed special organs to produce sound. In some species, these have evolved to

produce song and speech. Furthermore, humans have developed culture and technology (such

as music, telephone and radio) that allows them to generate, record, transmit, and broadcast

sound.
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2. Physics of sound

The mechanical vibrations that can be interpreted as sound are able to travel through all

forms of matter: gases, liquids, solids, and plasmas. The matter that supports the sound is

called the medium. Sound cannot travel through vacuum.

3. Longitudinal and transverse waves

Sinusoidal waves of various frequencies; the bottom waves have higher frequencies than

those above. The horizontal axis represents time.

Sound is transmitted through gases, plasma, and liquids as longitudinal waves, also called

compression waves. Through solids, however, it can be transmitted as both longitudinal and

transverse waves. Longitudinal sound waves are waves of alternating pressure deviations

from the equilibrium pressure, causing local regions of compression and rarefaction, while

transverse waves in solids, are waves of alternating shear stress. Matter in the medium is

periodically displaced by a sound wave, and thus oscillates. The energy carried by the sound

wave converts back and forth between the potential energy of the extra compression (in case

of longitudinal waves) or lateral displacement strain (in case of transverse waves) of the

matter and the kinetic energy of the oscillations of the medium.

4. Sound wave properties and characteristics

Sound waves are characterized by the generic properties of waves, which are frequency,

wavelength, period, amplitude, intensity, speed, and direction (sometimes speed and direction

are combined as a velocity vector, or wavelength and direction are combined as a wave

vector).

Transverse waves, also known as shear waves, have an additional property of polarization.

Sound characteristics can depend on the type of sound waves (longitudinal versus transverse)

as well as on the physical properties of the transmission medium.

Whenever the pitch of the sound wave is affected by some kind of change, the distance

between the sound wave maxima also changes, resulting in a change of frequency. When the
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loudness of a sound wave changes, so does the amount of compression in airwave that is

traveling through it, which in turn can be defined as amplitude.

5. Speed of sound

U.S. Navy F/A-18 breaking the sound barrier. The white halo is formed by condensed water

droplets which are thought to result from a drop in air pressure around the aircraft.

The speed of sound depends on the medium through which the waves are passing, and is

often quoted as a fundamental property of the material. In general, the speed of sound is

proportional to the square root of the ratio of the elastic modulus (stiffness) of the medium to

its density.

The white halo is formed by condensed water droplets which are thought to result from

a drop in air pressure around the aircraft

Those physical properties and the speed of sound change with ambient conditions. For

example, the speed of sound in gases depends on temperature. In 20C (68F) air at sea level,

the speed of sound is approximately 343 m/s (767.3 mph). In fresh water, also at 20C, the

speed of sound is approximately 1482 m/s (3,315.1 mph). In steel the speed of sound is about

5960 m/s (13,332.1 mph). The speed of sound is also slightly sensitive (a second-order effect)

to the sound amplitude, which means that there are nonlinear propagation effects, such as the

production of harmonics and mixed tones not present in the original sound.

6. Acoustics and noise

The scientific study of the propagation, absorption, and reflection of sound waves is called

acoustics. Noise is a term often used to refer to an unwanted sound. In science and

engineering, noise is an undesirable component that obscures a wanted signal.

7. Equipment for dealing with sound

Equipment for generating or using sound includes musical instruments, hearing aids, sonar

systems and sound reproduction and broadcasting equipment. Many of these use electro-

acoustic transducers such as microphones and loudspeakers.
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Topic : Acting

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about History

 Understand about Thespian

 Comprehend Thespis

 Have knowledge about Professional actors

Definition/Overview:

Acting: Acting is the work of an actor or actress, which is a person in theatre, television,

film, or any other storytelling medium who tells the story by portraying a character and,

usually, speaking or singing the written text or play.

Key Points:

1. History

An actor is usually one who manipulates his posture, expression, and voice to communicate

the actions and motivations of a prescribed character. The actor is said to be "assuming the

role" of another, usually for the benefit of an audience, but also because it can bring one a

sense of artistic satisfaction. The first actor is believed to be Thespis of Icaria, a man of

ancient Greece. "Plays" of this time, called choric dithyrambs, involved a chorus of 50 who

sang the story to the audience. The possibly apocryphal story says that Thespis stepped out of

the chorus and spoke to them as a separate character in the story. Before Thespis, the chorus

in all plays would sing in a narrative way, "Dionysus did this, Dionysus said that." When

Thespis stepped out from the chorus, he said "I am Dionysus. I did this." From Thespis' name

derives the word thespian, meaning any sort of performer but chiefly an actor. The

International Thespian to possess a number of skills, including good vocal projection, clarity

of speech, physical expressiveness, a good sense of perspective, emotional availability, a well

developed imagination, the ability to analyze and understand dramatic text, and the ability to

emulate or generate emotional and physical conditions. Well-rounded actors are often also

skilled in singing, dancing, emotional expressiveness, imitating dialects and accents,
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improvisation, observation and emulation, mime, stage combat, and performing classical

texts such as Shakespeare. Many actors train at length in special programs or colleges to

develop these skills, which have a wide range of different artistic philosophies and processes.

2. Thespian

Thespian may refer to:

A citizen of the ancient Greek city of Thespiae

An actor; this usage is derived from Thespis of Icaria, the legendary first actor.

A member of the International Thespian Society, an honor society that promotes

excellence in high school theatre.

3. Thespis

Thespis of Icaria (present-day Icaria) (6th century BC) is claimed to be the first person ever

to appear on stage as an actor in a play, although the reality is undoubtedly more complex. In

other sources, he is said to have introduced the first actor in addition to the chorus.

According to Aristotle, writing nearly two centuries later, Thespis was a singer of dithyrambs

(songs about stories from mythology with choric refrains). Thespis supposedly introduced a

new style in which one singer or actor performed the words of individual characters in the

stories, distinguishing between the characters with the aid of different masks.

This new style was called tragedy, and Thespis was the most popular exponent of it.

Eventually, in 534 BC, competitions to find the best tragedy were instituted at the City

Dionysia in Athens, and Thespis won the first documented competition.

It is implied that Thespis invented acting in the Western world, and that prior to his

performances, no one had ever assumed the resemblance of another person for the purpose of

storytelling: In fact, Thespis is the first known actor in written plays. He may thus have had a

substantial role in changing the way stories were said and inventing theater as we know it

today. In reverence to Thespis, actors throughout western history have been referred to as

thespians (cf. International Thespian Society).
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It must be stressed, however, that there is very little concrete information about Thespis and

the origins of Greek theatre, and all of the above may be more legend than reality.

In theatrical myth and superstition, Thespis is said to exist now as a mischievous spirit, and

when things go wrong in performances it is often blamed on his ghostly intervention. Like

many superstitions, this belief ranges in different cases from being considered a humorous

legend to being taken very seriously, with various charms and rituals being employed to

either invite his approval or defend against him.

4. Professional actors

Not all people working as actors in film, television or theatre are professionally trained.

Chances of succeeding as an actor are greatly enhanced by studying drama at a university or

college, or attending an acting conservatory. Conservatories typically offer two to four year

training on all aspects of acting. Universities will offer three to four year programs, where a

student can choose to focus on acting, while still learning about other aspects of theatre.

Schools will vary in their approach, but in North America the most popular method taught is

the 'inside out' technique, developed by Stanislavski in his early years and popularized in

America by Lee Strasberg and Stella Adler. Others may include a more physical approach,

following the teachings of Jerzy Grotowski and others. Regardless of a school's approach,

students should expect intensive training in textual interpretation, voice and movement.

Applications to drama programs and conservatories are through auditions in the United

States. Anybody over the age of 18 can usually apply to drama school.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Drama

Story
Topic : Drama

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Drama

 Comprehend History of Western drama

 Understand Cultural Forms

 Have knowledge regarding forms of Drama
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 Describe Drama Today

 Know regarding its Non-artistic Uses

Definition/Overview:

Drama is the specific mode of fiction represented in performance. The term comes from a

Greek word meaning "action" (Classical Greek: δράμα, drma), which is derived from "to do"

(Classical Greek:δράω, drō). The enactment of drama in theatre, performed by actors on a

stage before an audience, presupposes collaborative modes of production and a collective

form of reception.

Key Points:

1. Drama

The structure of dramatic texts, unlike other forms of literature, is directly influenced by this

collaborative production and collective reception.

The two masks associated with drama represent the traditional generic division between

comedy and tragedy. They are symbols of the ancient Greek Muses, Thalia and Melpomene.

Thalia was the Muse of comedy (the laughing face), while Melpomene was the Muse of

tragedy (the weeping face).

The use of "drama" in the narrow sense to designate a specific type of play dates from the

19th century. Drama in this sense refers to a play that is neither a comedy nor a tragedy--for

example, Zola's Thrse Raquin (1873) or Chekhov's Ivanov (1887). It is this narrow sense that

the film and television industry and film studies adopted to describe "drama" as a genre

within their respective media. "Radio drama" has been used in both senses--originally

transmitted in a live performance, it has also been used to describe the more high-brow and

serious end of the dramatic output of radio.

Drama is often combined with music and dance: the drama in opera is sung throughout;

musicals include spoken dialogue and songs; and some forms of drama have regular musical

accompaniment (melodrama and Japanese Nō, for example). In certain periods of history (the
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ancient Roman and modern Romantic) dramas have been written to be read rather than

performed. In improvisation, the drama does not pre-exist the moment of performance;

performers devise a dramatic script spontaneously before an audience.

2. History of Western drama

2.1. Classical Athenian drama

Western drama originates in classical Greece. The theatrical culture of the city-state

of Athens produced three genres of drama: tragedy, comedy, and the satyr play. Their

origins remain obscure, though by the 5th century BCE they were institutionalised in

competitions held as part of festivities celebrating the god Dionysus. Historians know

the names of many ancient Greek dramatists, not least Thespis, who is credited with

the innovation of an actor ("hypokrites") who speaks (rather than sings) and

impersonates a character (rather than speaking in his own person), while interacting

with the chorus and its leader ("coryphaeus"), who were a traditional part of the

performance of non-dramatic poetry (dithyrambic, lyric and epic).

Only a small fraction of the work of five dramatists, however, has survived to this

day: we have a small number of complete texts by the tragedians Aeschylus,

Sophocles and Euripides, and the comic writers Aristophanes and, from the late 4th

century, Menander. Aeschylus' historical tragedy The Persians is the oldest surviving

drama, although when it won first prize at the City Dionysia competition in 472 BCE,

he had been writing plays for more than 25 years. The competition ("agon") for

tragedies may have begun as early as 534 BCE; official records ("didaskaliai") begin

from 501 BCE, when the satyr play was introduced. Tragic dramatists were required

to present a tetralogy of plays (though the individual works were not necessarily

connected by story or theme), which usually consisted of three tragedies and one satyr

play (though exceptions were made, as with Euripides' Alcestis in 438 BCE). Comedy

was officially recognised with a prize in the competition from 487-486 BCE. Five

comic dramatists competed at the City Dionysia (though during the Peloponnesian

War this may have been reduced to three), each offering a single comedy. Ancient

Greek comedy is traditionally divided between "old comedy" (5th century BCE),

"middle comedy" (4th century BCE) and "new comedy" (late 4th century to 2nd

BCE).
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2.2. Medieval

In the Middle Ages, drama in the vernacular languages of Europemay have emerged

from religious enactments of the liturgy. Mystery plays were presented on the porch

of the cathedrals or by strolling players on feast days. Miracle and mystery plays

(such as Everyman) later evolved into more elaborate forms of drama, such as was

seen on the Elizabethan stages.

2.3. Elizabethan and Jacobean

One of the great flowerings of drama in Englandoccurred in the 16th and 17th

centuries. Many of these plays were written in verse, particularly iambic pentameter.

In addition to Shakespeare, such authors as Christopher Marlowe, Thomas Middleton,

and Ben Jonson were prominent playwrights during this period. As in the medieval

period, historical plays celebrated the lives of past kings, enhancing the image of the

Tudor monarchy. Authors of this period drew some of their storylines from Greek

mythology and Roman mythology or from the plays of eminent Roman playwrights

such as Plautus and Terence.

3. Other Cultural Forms

3.1. Indian

Indian drama is traced back to certain dramatic episodes described in the Rigveda.

The dramas dealt with human concerns as well as the gods. The earliest theoretical

account of Indian drama is Bharata Muni's Natya Shastra that may be as old as the 3rd

century BC. Drama was patronized by the kings as well as village assemblies. Famous

early playwrights include Bhasa and Kalidasa.

The Ramayana and the Mahabharata stories have often been used for plots in Indian

drama and this practice continues today.
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3.2. Chinese

Chinese theatre has a long and complex history. Today it is often called Chinese opera

although this normally refers specifically to the popular form known as Beijing

Opera; there have been many other forms of theatre in China.

3.3. Japanese

Japanese Nōdrama is a serious dramatic form that combines drama, music, and dance

into a complete aesthetic performance experience. It developed in the 14th and 15th

centuries and has its own musical instruments and performance techniques, which

were often handed down from father to son. The performers were generally male (for

both male and female roles), although female amateurs also perform Nōdramas. Nō

drama was supported by the government, and particularly the military, with many

military commanders having their own troupes and sometimes performing

themselves. It is still performed in Japan today.

Kyōgen is the comic counterpart to Nō drama. It concentrates more on dialogue and

less on music, although Nō instrumentalists sometimes appear also in Kyōgen.

4. Forms of Drama

4.1. Opera

Western opera is a dramatic art form, which arose during the Renaissance in an

attempt to revive the classical Greek drama tradition in which both music and theatre

were combined. Being strongly intertwined with western classical music, the opera

has undergone enormous changes in the past four centuries and it is an important form

of theatre until this day. Noteworthy is the huge influence of the German 19th century

composer Richard Wagner on the opera tradition. In his view, there was no proper

balance between music and theatre in the operas of his time, because the music

seemed to be more important than the dramatic aspects in these works. To restore the

connection with the traditional Greek drama, he entirely renewed the operatic format,

and to emphasize the equally importance of music and drama in these new works, he

called them "music dramas".
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Chinese opera has seen a more conservative development over a somewhat longer

period of time.

4.2. Pantomime

These stories follow in the tradition of fables and folk tales, usually there is a lesson

learned, and with some help from the audience the hero/heroine saves the day. This

kind of play uses stock characters seen in masque and again commedia del arte, these

characters include the villain (doctore), the clown/servant (Arlechino /Harlequin/

buttons), the lovers etc. These plays usually have an emphasis on moral dilemmas,

and good always triumphs over evil, this kind of play is also very entertaining making

it a very effective way of reaching many people.

5. Drama Today

Except the sacred classical Indian musical theatre, the usual purpose of drama is as

entertainment. However drama can also be used as an educational activity or for therapeutic

purposes. It is even used for religious ministry.

It has a unique ability to allow us to play, allowing us to be another person or in a situation

that we would not normally encounter such as, being a general in a war. This is what makes

drama a useful way of teaching, learning, and growing as a person.

Drama has a holistic way of teaching people. Whether it be in a play or by partaking in a role-

play situation, participants learn through interactions with others -- this allows participants to

not only learn facts as they would from a book or in a classroom, but to enter the world of

another person, to be allowed to explore how they feel about this situation or person, whether

it be a war-torn town or the wolf in the Three Little Pigs. Every interaction with another

character or situation gives a greater understanding of what is happening around us.

If you look at small children when they are playing, they are enthralled with their own world,

and through their actions, thoughts and the way they play they learn about themselves, others,

and the world around them. Play allows them to act out new situations, try out new ways of

doing things and by doing so learn.
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When people grow up, the idea of play becomes less important and entering into the

imagination becomes more difficult. However this is where drama has the unique and

undeniable ability to help others learn and grow as individuals, as it allows them to play.

Through playing we can once again try out situations, whether it be for a job interview by

live action role-playing (aka. LARP), or just to think about new ideas, we can also gain

confidence in ourselves and learn to trust others.

Role-play can also play an important part in therapy, again entering the imagination and

allowing ourselves to pretend and to think of things in other ways. Drama therapy is often

considered an effective treatment for people who have had severe emotional and

psychological problems, although it is important to note that the evidence to support

therapeutic efficacy of Drama therapy is anecdotal rather than scientific.

In the theater, drama is a living, breathing art form. Actors are placed on stage, so that they

can breathe life into the characters that have been created by the playwrights. In theater, the

two main things to consider are: a) drama is driven by conflict and b) that drama is action.

Action can be loosely defined as anything a character does with an objective behind it,

whereas conflict can be briefly summarized as a clash between the motives of one or more

characters.

6. Non-artistic Uses

There are many forms of educational drama these all share one common goal, to create

awareness or an understanding of an idea or issue. The following is a few examples of the

main forms in which drama is used as a tool for education.

Theatre in education (TIE) is the typical image of drama, seen since the 1960s. Usually

performed for youth groups, or schools by a drama group this form of theatre was usually a

devised piece which used abstract ideas to communicate a message, it follows in the tradition

of plays seen throughout history such as morality plays like Everyman. This form of theatre

could also be compared to commedia del arte, and other such travelling forms of theatre.

6.1. Drama in education

Unlike theatre in education, Drama in Education (DIE) is workshop-based, with

groups creating their own scenarios, ideas and even subject matter through the use of
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drama and drama workshops. Sometimes this kind of work may lead to the creation of

a play, or a piece of TIE or some other kind of means to show a result from the work.

Drama in Education utilises skills used across the spectrum of dramatic activity,

everything from teacher in role to normal theatrical conventions of audience and

spectator. DIE is usually run in youth clubs, schools, community centres etc. DIE

involves a high amount of participation by the group, and is therefore aimed for

smaller groups of individuals.

6.2. Workshops

A workshop is a situation where a group is allowed to explore and think about an

issue, a book, a thought, a play, anything. Within drama terms it is an active situation

with a lot of learning and experiencing. Drama workshops have many different styles

and approaches much like any group activity, this style and approach is determined by

the group's willingness to participate, the frame and distance that they are from the

drama is usually the holding form for the session, in the example shown through

teacher in role we see the group are "framed" as social workers and because of their

role in the drama they are at a very close distance, if the group were older at age 14-

17 say then they would be less likely to enter into the drama and a more suitable

frame would have to be chosen. For example, instead of social workers they could

become reporters, which would allow them to remain at the spectator end of the

drama and give them a chance to reflect on the conditions surrounding events.

However, this does not mean that the group always has to have a frame. they can

remain themselves and still participate in the drama, allowing them to think about

how they feel about the situation. In this case, the group may enter the drama as

themselves and how they would act in a situation, or explore being characters in a

situation and what is making them act the way they are.

Topic : Story

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Short story

 Comprehend Bedtime story
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 Understand Organizational stories

 Have knowledge about a user story

 Describe a soap opera

Definition/Overview:

Story: Story can mean:

Description of a sequence of events

For the description of a sequence of events, commonly called a story, see narrative

Short story or a novella

Bedtime story, an entertaining or instructive, soporific, and often extemporaneous tale for

a child

Organization story, in organization studies: fragmented, collectively enacted, and co-

constructed

User story, a way of illustrating software requirements, often used in extreme

programming

Soap opera, in older and/or rural American slang, usually said in the plural, (e.g., "I'll talk

to you later; my stories are on.")

Key Points:

1. Short story

The short story is a literary genre of fictional prose narrative that tends to be more concise

and to the point than longer works of fiction such as novellas (in the modern sense of the

term) and novels.

Short stories have their origins in oral story-telling traditions and the prose anecdote, a

swiftly-sketched situation that quickly comes to its point. With the rise of the comparatively

realistic novel, the short story evolved as a miniature version, with some of its first perfectly

independent examples in the tales of E.T.A. Hoffmann. Other nineteenth-century writers
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well-known for their short stories are Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville, Edgar Allan

Poe, Nikolai Gogol, Guy de Maupassant, Bolesław Prus and Anton Chekhov. Short stories

were a staple of early-19th-century magazines and often led to fame and novel-length

projects for their authors. More recently, short stories have been reprinted in anthologies,

categorized by topic or critical reception. Today many authors release collections of their

short stories.

Some authors are known almost entirely for their short stories, either by choice (they wrote

nothing else) or by critical regard (short-story writing is thought of as a challenging art). An

example is Jorge Luis Borges, who won American fame with "The Garden of Forking Paths,"

published in the August 1948 Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine. Another example is O.

Henry (author of "Gift of the Magi"), for whom the O. Henry Award is named.

Authors such as Kurt Vonnegut, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Bolesław Prus, F. Scott Fitzgerald,

P.G. Wodehouse and Ernest Hemingway were highly accomplished writers of both short

stories and novels.

Short stories have often been adapted for half-hour and hour radio dramas, as on NBC

Presents: Short Story (1951-52).

1.1. Characteristics

Short stories tend to be less complex than novels. Usually a short story focuses on

only one incident, has a single plot, a single setting, a number of characters, and

covers a short period of time.

In longer forms of fiction, stories tend to contain certain core elements of dramatic

structure: exposition (the introduction of setting, situation and main characters);

complication (the event that introduces the conflict); rising action, crisis (the decisive

moment for the protagonist and his commitment to a course of action); climax (the

point of highest interest in terms of the conflict and the point with the most action);

resolution (the point when the conflict is resolved); and moral.

Because of their length, short stories may or may not follow this pattern. Some do not

follow patterns at all. For example, modern short stories only occasionally have an

exposition. More typical, though, is an abrupt beginning, with the story starting in the
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middle of the action (in medias res). As with longer stories, plots of short stories also

have a climax, crisis, or turning point. However, the endings of many short stories are

abrupt and open and may or may not have a moral or practical lesson. As with any art

form, the exact characteristics of a short story will vary by author.

1.2. Length

Determining what exactly separates a short story from longer fictional formats is

problematic. A classic definition of a short story is that one should be able to be read

it in one sitting, a point most notably made in Edgar Allan Poe's essay "The

Philosophy of Composition" (1846). Other definitions place the maximum word

length at 7,500 words. In contemporary usage, the term short story most often refers

to a work of fiction no longer than 20,000 words and no shorter than 1,000. Stories

less than 1,000 words are usually referred to either as "short short fiction" or "short

shorts" or even "Flash Fiction."

1.3. History: Origins

Short stories date back to oral story-telling traditions which originally produced epics

such as Homer's Iliad and Odyssey. Oral narratives were often told in the form of

rhyming or rhythmic verse, often including recurring sections or, in the case of

Homer, Homeric epithets. Such stylistic devices often acted as mnemonics for easier

recall, rendition and adaptation of the story. Short sections of verse might focus on

individual narratives that could be told at one sitting. The overall arc of the tale would

emerge only through the telling of multiple such sections.

Fables, succinct tales with an explicit "moral," were said by the Greek historian

Herodotus to have been invented in the 6th century BCE by a Greek slave named

Aesop, though other times and nationalities have also been given for him. These

ancient fables are today known as Aesop's Fables.

The other ancient form of short story, the anecdote, was popular under the Roman

Empire. Anecdotes functioned as a sort of parable, a brief realistic narrative that

embodies a point. Many surviving Roman anecdotes were collected in the 13th or

14th century as the Gesta Romanorum. Anecdotes remained popular in Europe well
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into the 18th century, when the fictional anecdotal letters of Sir Roger de Coverley

were published.

In Europe, the oral story-telling tradition began to develop into written stories in the

early 14th century, most notably with Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales and

Giovanni Boccaccio's Decameron. Both of these books are composed of individual

short stories (which range from farce or humorous anecdotes to well-crafted literary

fictions) set within a larger narrative story (a frame story), although the frame tale

device was not adopted by all writers. At the end of the 16th century, some of the

most popular short stories in Europe were the darkly tragic "novella" of Matteo

Bandello (especially in their French translation). hi novella was used when referring

to short stories.

The mid 17th century in Francesaw the development of a refined short novel, the

"nouvelle", by such authors as Madame de Lafayette. In the 1690s, traditional fairy

tales began to be published (one of the most famous collections was by Charles

Perrault). The appearance of Antoine Galland's first modern translation of the

Thousand and One Nights (or Arabian Nights) (from 1704; another translation

appeared in 171012) would have an enormous influence on the 18th century European

short stories of Voltaire, Diderot and others.

1.4. Modern times

Today's short stories emerged as their own genre in the early 19th century. Early

examples of short stories include the Brothers Grimm's Fairy Tales (182426) and

Nikolai Gogol's Evenings on a Farm Near Dikanka (183132). The first examples in

the United Statesare Charles Brockden Brown's "Somnambulism" (1805),

Washington Irving's Rip van Winkle (1819) and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow

(1820), Edgar Allan Poe's Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque (1840) and

Nathaniel Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales (1842).

In the latter 19th century, the growth of print magazines and journals created a strong

demand for short fiction of between 3,000 and 15,000 words. Famous short stories of

this period include Bolesław Prus's "A Legend of Old Egypt" (1888) and Anton

Chekhov's "Ward No. 6" (1892).
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At the same time, the first literary theories about the short story appeared. A widely

known one is Edgar Allan Poe's "The Philosophy of Composition" (1846). In 1901,

Brander Matthews, the first American professor of dramatic literature, published "The

Philosophy of the Short-Story."

In the first half of the 20th century, a number of high-profile magazines such as The

Atlantic Monthly, Scribner's and The Saturday Evening Post published short stories in

each issue. The demand for quality short stories was so great and the money paid for

such so high that F. Scott Fitzgerald repeatedly turned to short-story writing to pay his

numerous debts.

The demand for short stories by print magazines hit its peak in the mid-20th century,

when in 1952 Life magazine published Ernest Hemingway's long short story (or

novella) The Old Man and the Sea. The issue containing this story sold 5,300,000

copies in only two days.

Since then; the number of commercial magazines that publish short stories has

declined, though several magazines such as The New Yorker continue to feature

them. Literary magazines also provide a showcase for short stories. In addition, short

stories have recently found a new life online, in publications, collections organized by

author or theme, and blogs. Some online short-story publications are designed to be

inviting to the eye, much like paper magazines.

2. Bedtime story

A bedtime story is a traditional form of storytelling, where a story is told to a child at bedtime

to prepare them for sleep.

Bedtime stories have many advantages, for parents/adults and children alike. The fixed

routine of a bedtime story before sleeping has a relaxing effect, and the soothing voice of a

person telling a story makes the child fall asleep more easily. The emotional aspect creates a

bond between the storyteller and the listener, often a parent and child.

Bedtime stories can be read from a book, or rather, fictional stories made up by the

storyteller. The stories are mostly rather short, between one and five minutes, and have a

happy ending. A different form of bedtime reading is using longer stories, but dividing them
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up, thus creating cliffhangers. Children will look forward to their bedtime story, and a fixed

routine is installed.

3. Organizational stories

Organizational stories are the texts, spoken or written, that usually involve a plot of different

interconnected events, binding different characters together about an organization. Stories

may be based on actual events or may involve fantastic characters and incidents. Most people

would look at stories as narratives, although the precise relation between story and narrative

is disputed. What is not disputed is:

That stories are often charged with emotion and meaning,

That they have a 'plastic' relation with literal reality, and

That they are significant sense-making devices.

In the past fifteen years, interest in organizational stories has increased considerably. In

particular, there has been recognition that:

A great deal of stories are told in and about organizations;

Many of these stories are important in disseminating knowledge and enhancing

organizational learning;

We can learn a lot about an organization by listening carefully to the stories told by its

members;

Stories can instigate processes of social and organizational change, for the better or

for the worse;

Good stories can have a profound effect on audiences, building solidarity, focusing

energy and unleashing creativity;

Leadership involves the management of meaning and emotions, both of which rely

crucially on using stories, allegories, metaphors, labels and other narrative

devices.
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This current interest in organizational stories is part of a broader tendency of narrativization

of organizational theory, an emphasis on language, metaphors, talk, stories and narratives not

as parts of a superstructure erected on top of the material realities of organizations, such as

structure, power, technology and so forth, but rather as parts of the very essence of

organization. This has challenged standard views of organizations built around the themes of

bureaucracy, hierarchy and authority, and emphasizes, if not the primacy, at least the relative

autonomy of the symbolic dimension. This is itself part of the broader linguistic turn in the

social and human sciences a tendency to view many social and psychological phenomena as

constituted through language, sustained through language and challenged through language.

There are different approaches in the study of organizational stories and narratives. At the

most daring and extreme, some have argued that organizations are themselves discursive

effects, sub-narratives within the grand narrative of modernity. From this perspective,

organizations share the fate of other effects of modernity, such as the sovereign self, the body

or indeed 'facts', becoming discursive constructions. Other theorists have looked at narratives

as constitutive of organizations but not as fully constituting them. From this perspective,

"buildings are built, products are manufactured, services are rendered beyond (and because

of) all this organizational talk. Thus discourse and talk are central to organization and

organizing ... but so is non-discursive action".

Narratives in organizations may appear in many forms, including stories (official and

unofficial), advertisements, brochures, reports, and so forth, yet they do not exhaust the

domain of organization. Important as it is to study them, they are not enough for a complete

understanding of organizational or social practices.

Stories are frequently used interchangeably with narratives, narratives with texts and texts

with discourse. In particular, there has been a tendency among numerous theorists (following

the practice of journalists) to stretch the idea of 'story' so that it encompasses virtually any

aspect of sensical discourse. "What is the story?" is seen as an invitation to offer any

explanation. Any discursive device that generates and sustains meaning and any meaningful

text is then seen as a story. Such an approach unfortunately obliterates some of the unique

qualities of stories and narratives that make them vivid and powerful but also fragile sense-

making devices. Some authors have expressed reservations at such pan-narrativist views,

arguing that not all texts are narratives and not all narratives are stories. Narratives can then

be seen as particular types of text and stories as particular types of narrative. Unlike
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definitions, labels, lists, recipes and other texts, stories involve temporal chains of inter-

related events or actions, undertaken by characters. They are not mere snapshot photographic

images, but require sequencing and plots. Narratives may differ in their relation to actual

events, from fairly accurate accounts to totally fantastic ones. One of their vital qualities is

that precision is often sacrificed in the interest of effect, in what is known as poetic licence.

Good narratives and, in particular, good stories are memorable, pithy and full of meaning,

stimulating emotion and fantasy. This is what makes them quite powerful devices in

management of meaning and emotion and the diffusion of knowledge.

It is now generally appreciated that much knowledge in organizations does not assume the

form of logico-scientific generalizations, theories and formulas, but has a narrative character

it amounts to a large reservoir of stories, tales, recipes and experiences that are traded in what

are often seen as communities of practice. This is highly specific, informal knowledge that

complements and qualifies information available through official channels. Within different

organizations numerous mutually reinforcing narratives, story-lines and other texts may

coalesce in particular discourses which express the interests and concerns of specific groups.

Thus, for instance, within the same organization a managerial discourse (emphasising

efficiency, quality and customer service) may coexist with other discourses, such as a cynical

discourse (made up of disruptive or recalcitrant stories), a nostalgic discourse (made of or

idealized stories from the past) and a professional discourse (extolling professional

independence). The space where stories may emerge from discourses as ante-narrative the

existence of a fecund narrative space and the willingness of individuals to take a bet (an ante)

that what they say, individually or in groups, will shape up into meaningful stories. For this

reason, most organizational stories are co-created by many participants as well as having

many different meanings.

Stories then can be seen as representing facts-as-experience rather than facts-as-information.

They are capable of rousing and communicating emotion or charging events with symbolic

significance and of framing, distorting and altering aspects of events in the interest of

delivering a telling narrative. The truth of the story is then not to be judged by its accuracy

(the way that the truth of information may be judged) but by its capacity to express of a

compelling set of meanings. Storytellers are bonded with their audiences with which is called

a narrative contract a deal under which the audience grants poetic licence to the storyteller in

return for a meaningful narrative. All the same, storytellers can violate this narrative contract
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by insisting that they personally experienced events which later turn out to have been

fictitious or by abusing the gullibility of their audience to deliver spin, disinformation and

lies.

Increasingly stories form important part of organizational research. Even if not literally true

or accurate, stories in organizations express emotional and symbolic realities revealing the

participants deeper feelings towards each other, the leadership or the organizational as a

whole. In this sense, they conform to Aristotles conception that poetry can reveal deeper

truths that history (which remains tied to facts) is unable to reach.

4. A user story

A user story is a software system requirement formulated as one or two sentences in the

everyday language of the user. User stories are used under the Extreme Programming (XP)

paradigm for the specification of requirements (together with acceptance tests) (XP). Each

user story is limited, so it fits on a small paper note card usually a 35 inches card to ensure

that it does not grow too large. The user stories should be written by the customers for a

software project and are their main instrument to influence the development of the software.

User stories are a quick way of handling customer requirements without having to elaborate

vast formalized requirement documents and without performing overloaded administrative

tasks related to maintaining them. The intention with the user story is to be able to respond

faster and with less overhead to rapidly changing real-world requirements.

A user story is an informal statement of the requirement as long as the correspondence of

acceptance testing procedures is lacking. Before a user story is to be implemented, an

appropriate acceptance procedure must be written by the customer to ensure by testing or

otherwise determine whether the goals of the user story have been fulfilled. Some

formalization finally happens when the developer accepts the user story and the acceptance

procedure as his work specific order.

4.1. Creating user stories

When the time has come for creating user stories, one of the developers gets together

with a customer representative. The customer is responsible for formulating the user

stories. The developer may use a series of questions to get the customer going, such as
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asking if some particular functionality is desired, but must be careful not to dominate

the idea creation process.

As the customer conceives the user stories, they are written down on a note card (e.g.

3x5 inches or 8x13 cm) with a name and a description which the customer has

formulated. If the developer and customer find that the user story is lacking in some

way (too large, complicated, imprecise), it is rewritten until it is satisfactory.

However, it is stressed in XP that user stories are not to be definite once they have

been written down. Requirements tend to change during the development period,

which is handled by not carving them in stone.

4.2. Usage

As a central part of the planning game, user stories define what is to be built in the

software project. User stories are prioritized by the customer to indicate which are

most important for the system and will be broken down in tasks and estimated by the

developers.

When user stories are about to be implemented the developers should have the

possibility to talk to the customer about it. The short stories may be difficult to

interpret, may require some background knowledge or the requirements may have

changed since the story was written.

Every user story must at some point have one or more acceptance tests attached,

allowing the developer to test when the user story is done and also allowing the

customer to verify it. Without a precise formulation of the requirements,

unconstructive prolonged arguments may arise when the product is to be delivered.

5. A soap opera

A soap opera is an ongoing, episodic work of fiction, usually broadcast on television or radio.

Programs described as soap operas have existed as an entertainment long enough for

audiences to recognize them simply by the term soap. The name soap opera stems from the

original dramatic serials broadcast on radio that had soap manufacturers such as Procter and

Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, and Lever Brothers as the show's sponsors. These early radio
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serials were broadcast in weekday daytime slots when mostly housewives would be available

to listen; thus the shows were aimed at and consumed by a predominantly female audience.

The term soap opera has at times been generally applied to any romantic serial, but is also

used to describe the more naturalistic, unglamorous evening, prime-time drama serials of the

UK such as Coronation Street. What differentiates a soap from other television drama

programs is the open-ended nature of the narrative, with stories spanning several episodes.

The defining feature that makes a program a soap opera is that it, according to Albert Moran,

is "that form of television that works with a continuous open narrative. Each episode ends

with a promise that the storyline is to be continued in another episode". Soap opera stories

run concurrently, intersect, and lead into further developments. An individual episode of a

soap opera will generally switch between several different concurrent story threads that may

at times interconnect and affect one another, or may run entirely independent of each other.

Each episode may feature some of the show's current storylines but not always all of them.

There is some rotation of both storylines and actors so any given storyline or actor will

appear in some but usually not all of a week's worth of episodes. Soap operas rarely "wrap

things up" storywise, and generally avoid bringing all the current storylines to a conclusion at

the same time. When one storyline ends there are always several other story threads at

differing stages of development. Soap opera episodes typically end on some sort of

cliffhanger.

Evening soap operas sometimes differ from this general format and are more likely to feature

the entire cast in each episode, and to represent all current storylines in each episode.

Additionally, evening soap operas and other serials that run for only part of the year tend to

bring things to a dramatic end-of-season cliffhanger.

In the USA, the phrase "soap opera" has also entered the language as a metaphor that can be

applied to any narrative, either real or imagined, that appears to be excessively laced with

emotion, and contains what appear to be unlikely dramatic twists: "Her life is one big soap

opera."

5.1. Plots and storylines

The main characteristics that define soap operas are "an emphasis on family life,

personal relationships, sexual dramas, emotional and moral conflicts; some coverage
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of topical issues; set in familiar domestic interiors with only occasional excursions

into new locations". Fitting in with these characteristics, most soap operas follow the

lives of a group of characters who live or work in a particular place, or focus on a

large extended family. The storylines follow the day-to-day activities and personal

relationships of these characters. "Soap narratives, like those of film melodramas, are

marked by what Steve Neale has described as 'chance meetings, coincidences, missed

meetings, sudden conversions, last-minute rescues and revelations, deus ex machina

endings' ". These elements may be found across the gamut of soap operas, from

EastEnders to Dallas.

In many soap operas in particular daytime serials in the United States, the characters

are frequently attractive, seductive, glamorous and wealthy. Soap operas from

Australia and the United Kingdom tend to focus on more everyday characters and

situations, and are frequently set in working class environments. Many Australian and

UK soap operas explore social realist storylines such as family discord, marriage

breakdown, or financial problems. Both UKand Australian soap operas feature

comedy elements, often by way of affectionate comic stereotypes such as the gossip

or the grumpy old man, presented as a sort of comic foil to the emotional turmoil that

surrounds them. This diverges from US soap operas where such comedy is rare. UK

soap operas frequently make a claim to presenting "reality" or purport to have a

"realistic" style. UKsoap operas also frequently foreground their geographic location

as a key defining feature of the show while depicting and capitalising on the exotic

appeal of the stereotypes connected to the location. So EastEnders focuses on the

tough and grim life in London's east end; Coronation Street invokesManchester and

its characters exhibit the stereotypical characteristic of "Northern straight talking".

Romance, secret relationships, extramarital affairs, and genuine love have been the

basis for many soap opera storylines. In US daytime serials the most popular soap

opera characters, and the most popular storylines, often involved a romance of the sort

presented in paperback romance novels. Soap opera storylines sometimes weave

intricate, convoluted, and sometimes confusing tales of characters who have affairs,

meet mysterious strangers and fall in love, and who commit adultery, all of which

keeps audiences hooked on the unfolding story twists. Crimes such as kidnapping,
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rape, and even murder may go unpunished if the perpetrator is to be retained in the

ongoing story.

Australian and UK soap operas also feature a significant proportion of romance

storylines. In Russia, most popular soap operas (though most of them are serialized)

explore the "romantic quality" of criminal and/or oligarch life.

In soap opera storylines, previously-unknown children, siblings, and twins (including

the evil variety) of established characters often emerge to upset and reinvigorate the

set of relationships examined by the series. Unexpected calamities disrupt weddings,

childbirths, and other major life events with unusual frequency. Much like comic

booksanother popular form of linear storytelling pioneered in the US during the 20th

Centurya character's death is not guaranteed to be permanent without an on-camera

corpse, and sometimes not even then. For example, the death of Dr. Taylor Forrester

on The Bold and the Beautiful seemed permanent as she had flatlined on-camera and

even had a funeral. But when actress Hunter Tylo returned in 2005, the show

retconned the "flatlining" with the revelation that Taylorhad actually gone into a

coma.

Stunts and complex physical action are largely absent, especially from daytime

serials. Such story events often take place offscreen and are referred to in dialogue

instead of being shown. This is because stunts or action scenes (such as a car

accident) are difficult to adequately depict visually without multiple takes and post

production editing. In the times when episodes were broadcast live, post production

work was impossible. Though shows have long switched to being taped, extensive

post production work, while possible, is not feasible for the genre due to the high

output each week and low budgets. A convincing fight scene usually requires multiple

takes, and multiple camera angles, and again the time and effort to adequately capture

such a scene is not feasible for daytime soap operas.

5.2. Soap opera parodies

A few soap opera spoofs have been made. Two of the most famous U.S. spoofs were

Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman and Soap. Fresnowas a 1986 spoof of the primetime

serials of the period. Australia also produced a spoof of glamorous beach-side soap
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operas in the form of Shark Bay, which featured many former Australian soap stars

from Sons and Daughters, Prisoner, Home and Away and Neighbours. From 1990 to

1994, Australian medical dramas, such as A Country Practice and The Young Doctors

as well as other soaps, were spoofed in Let The Blood Run Free set in St.

Christopher's Hospital. During 2000-2001, Grosse Pointe ran on the now-defunct WB,

self-spoofing creator Darren Star's behind the scenes experiences of producing

nighttime soaps, notably Beverly Hills90210.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Writing

Ideology
Topic : Writing

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Writing as a category

 Understand Means for recording information

 Have knowledge regarding History of early writing

Definition/Overview:

Writing is the representation of language in a textual medium through the use of a set of signs

or symbols (known as a writing system). It is distinguished from illustration, such as cave

drawing and painting, and the recording of language via a non-textual medium such as

magnetic tape audio.

Writing began as a consequence of the burgeoning needs of accounting. Around the 4th

millennium BC, the complexity of trade and administration outgrew the power of memory,

and writing became a more dependable method of recording and presenting transactions in a

permanent form.
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Key Points:

1. Writing as a category

Writing, more particularly, refers to two things: writing as a noun, the thing that is written;

and writing as a verb, which designates the activity of writing. It refers to the inscription of

characters on a medium, thereby forming words, and larger units of language, known as texts.

It also refers to the creation of meaning and the information thereby generated. In that regard,

linguistics (and related sciences) distinguishes between the written language and the spoken

language. The significance of the medium by which meaning and information is conveyed is

indicated by the distinction made in the arts and sciences. For example, while public speaking

and poetry reading are both types of speech, the former is governed by the rules of rhetoric

and the latter by poetics.

A person who composes a message or story in the form of text is generally known as a writer

or an author. However, more specific designations exist which are dictated by the particular

nature of the text such as that of poet, essayist, novelist, playwright, journalist, and more. A

person who transcribes, translates or produces text to deliver a message authored by another

person is known as a scribe, typist or typesetter. A person who produces text with emphasis

on the aesthetics of glyphs is known as a calligrapher or graphic designer.

Writing is also a distinctly human activity. It has been said that a monkey, randomly typing

away on a typewriter (in the days when typewriters replaced the pen or plume as the preferred

instrument of writing) could re-create Shakespeare-- but only if it lived long enough (this is

known as the infinite monkey theorem). Such writing has been speculatively designated as

coincidental. It is also speculated that extra-terrestrial beings exist who may possess

knowledge of writing. The fact is that the only known writing is human writing.

2. Means for recording information

Wells argues that writing has the ability to "put agreements, laws, and commandments on

record. It made the growth of states larger than the old city states possible. The command of

the priest or king and his seal could go far beyond his sight and voice and could survive his

death."
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2.1. Writing systems

The major writing systems methods of inscription broadly fall into four categories:

logographic, syllabic, alphabetic, and featural. Another category, ideographic

(symbols for ideas), has never been developed sufficiently to represent language. A

sixth category, pictographic, is insufficient to represent language on its own, but often

forms the core of logographies.

2.2. Logographies

A logogram is a written character which represents a word or morpheme. The vast

number of logograms needed to write language, and the many years required to learn

them, are the major disadvantage of the logographic systems over alphabetic systems.

However, the efficiency of reading logographic writing once it is learned is a major

advantage. No writing system is wholly logographic: all have phonetic components as

well as logograms ("logosyllabic" components in the case of Chinese characters,

cuneiform, and Mayan, where a glyph may stand for a morpheme, a syllable, or both;

"logoconsonantal" in the case of hieroglyphs), and many have an ideographic

component (Chinese "radicals", hieroglyphic "determiners"). For example, in Mayan,

the glyph for "fin", pronounced "ka'", was also used to represent the syllable "ka"

whenever the pronunciation of a logogram needed to be indicated, or when there was

no logogram. In Chinese, about 90% of characters are compounds of a semantic

(meaning) element called a radical with an existing character to indicate the

pronunciation, called a phonetic. However, such phonetic elements complement the

logographic elements, rather than vice versa.

The main logographic system in use today is Chinese characters, used with some

modification for various languages of China, Japanese, and, to a lesser extent, Korean

in South Korea. Another is the classical Yi script.

2.3. Syllabaries

A syllabary is a set of written symbols that represent (or approximate) syllables. A

glyph in a syllabary typically represents a consonant followed by a vowel, or just a

vowel alone, though in some scripts more complex syllables (such as consonant-
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vowel-consonant, or consonant-consonant-vowel) may have dedicated glyphs.

Phonetically related syllables are not so indicated in the script. For instance, the

syllable "ka" may look nothing like the syllable "ki", nor will syllables with the same

vowels be similar.

Syllabaries are best suited to languages with relatively simple syllable structure, such

as Japanese. Other languages that use syllabic writing include the Linear B script for

Mycenaean Greek; Cherokee; Ndjuka, an English-based creole language of Surinam;

and the Vai script of Liberia. Most logographic systems have a strong syllabic

component. Ethiopic, though technically an alphabet, has fused consonants and

vowels together to the point that it's learned as if it were a syllabary.

2.4. Alphabets

An alphabet is a small set of symbols, each of which roughly represents or

historically represented a phoneme of the language. In a perfectly phonological

alphabet, the phonemes and letters would correspond perfectly in two directions: a

writer could predict the spelling of a word given its pronunciation, and a speaker

could predict the pronunciation of a word given its spelling. As languages often

evolve independently of their writing systems, and writing systems have been

borrowed for languages they were not designed for, the degree to which letters of an

alphabet correspond to phonemes of a language varies greatly from one language to

another and even within a single language.

In most of the alphabets of the Mid-East, only consonants are indicated, or vowels

may be indicated with optional diacritics. Such systems are called abjads. In most of

the alphabets of India and Southeast Asia, vowels are indicated through diacritics or

modification of the shape of the consonant. These are called abugidas. Some

abugidas, such as Ethiopic and Cree, are learned by children as syllabaries, and so are

often called "syllabics". However, unlike true syllabaries, there is not an independent

glyph for each syllable.

Sometimes the term "alphabet" is restricted to systems with separate letters for

consonants and vowels, such as the Latin alphabet. Because of this use, Greek is

often considered to be the first alphabet.
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2.5. Featural scripts

A featural script notates the building blocks of the phonemes that make up a

language. For instance, all sounds pronounced with the lips ("labial" sounds) may

have some element in common. In the Latin alphabet, this is accidentally the case

with the letters "b" and "p"; however, labial "m" is completely dissimilar, and the

similar-looking "q" is not labial. In Korean hangul, however, all four labial

consonants are based on the same basic element. However, in practice, Korean is

learned by children as an ordinary alphabet, and the featural elements tend to pass

unnoticed.

Another featural script is SignWriting, the most popular writing system for many

sign languages, where the shapes and movements of the hands and face are

represented iconically. Featural scripts are also common in fictional or invented

systems, such as Tolkien's Tengwar.

2.6. Historical significance of writing systems

Historians draw a distinction between prehistory and history, with history defined by

the advent of writing. The cave paintings and petroglyphs of prehistoric peoples can

be considered precursors of writing, but are not considered writing because they did

not represent language directly.

Writing systems always develop and change based on the needs of the people who

use them. Sometimes the shape, orientation and meaning of individual signs also

changes over time. By tracing the development of a script it is possible to learn about

the needs of the people who used the script as well as how it changed over time.

2.7. Tools and materials

The many tools and writing materials used throughout history include stone tablets,

clay tablets, wax tablets, vellum, parchment, paper, copperplate, styluses, quills, ink

brushes, pencils, pens, and many styles of lithography. It is speculated that the Incas

might have employed knotted threads known as quipu (or khipu) as a writing system.
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3. History of early writing

By definition, history begins with written records; evidence of human culture without writing

is the realm of prehistory.

The writing process involved from economic necessity in the ancient near east. Archaeologist

Denise Schmandt-Besserat determined the link between previously uncategorized clay

"tokens" and the first known writing, cuneiform. The clay tokens were used to represent

commodities, and perhaps even units of time spent in labor, and their number and type

became more complex as civilization advanced. A degree of complexity was reached when

over a hundred different kinds of tokens had to be accounted for, and tokens were wrapped

and fired in clay, with markings to indicate the kind of tokens inside. These markings soon

replaced the tokens themselves, and the clay envelopes were demonstrably the prototype for

clay writing tablets.

3.1. Mesopotamia

The original Mesopotamian writing system was derived from this method of keeping

accounts, and by the end of the 4th millennium BC, this had evolved into using a

triangular-shaped stylus pressed into soft clay for recording numbers. This was

gradually augmented with pictographic writing using a sharp stylus to indicate what

was being counted. Round-stylus and sharp-stylus writing was gradually replaced by

writing using a wedge-shaped stylus (hence the term cuneiform), at first only for

logograms, but evolved to include phonetic elements by the 29th century BC. Around

the 26th century BC, cuneiform began to represent syllables of spoken Sumerian.

Also in that period, cuneiform writing became a general purpose writing system for

logograms, syllables, and numbers, and this script was adapted to another

Mesopotamian language, Akkadian, and from there to others such as Hurrian, and

Hittite. Scripts similar in appearance to this writing system include those for Ugaritic

and Old Persian.

3.2. Turkmenistan

An unknown civilization in Central Asia 4,000 years ago, hundreds of years before

Chinese writing developed. An excavation near Ashgabat, the capital of
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Turkmenistan, revealed an inscription on a piece of stone that was used as a stamp

seal.

3.3. China

In Chinahistorians have found out a lot about the early Chinese dynasties from the

written documents left behind. From the Shang Dynasty most of this writing has

survived on bones or bronze implements. Markings on turtle shells (used as oracle

bones) have been carbon-dated to around 1500 BC. Historians have found that the

type of media used had an effect on what the writing was documenting and how it

was used.

There have recently been discoveries of tortoise-shell carvings dating back to c. 6000

BC, but whether or not the carvings are of sufficient complexity to qualify as writing

is under debate. If it is deemed to be a written language, writing in China will predate

Mesopotamian cuneiform, long acknowledged as the first appearance of writing, by

some 2000 years.

3.4. Egypt

The earliest known hieroglyphic inscriptions are the Narmer Palette, dating to c.3200

BC, and several recent discoveries that may be slightly older, though the glyphs were

based on a much older artistic tradition. The hieroglyphic script was logographic with

phonetic adjuncts that included an effective alphabet.

Writing was very important in maintaining the Egyptian empire, and literacy was

concentrated among an educated elite of scribes. Only people from certain

backgrounds were allowed to train to become scribes, in the service of temple,

pharaonic, and military authorities. The hieroglyph system was always difficult to

learn, but in later centuries was purposely made even more so, as this preserved the

scribes' status.

The world's oldest known alphabet was developed in central Egyptaround 2000 BC

from a hieroglyphic prototype, and over the next 500 years spread to Canaan and

eventually to the rest of the world.
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3.5. Indus Valley

Indusscript refers to short strings of symbols associated with the Indus Valley

Civilization used between 26001900 BC. In spite of many attempts at decipherments

and claims, it is as yet undeciphered. The script generally refers to that used in the

mature Harappan phase, which perhaps evolved from a few signs found in early

Harappa after 3500 BC, and was followed by the mature Harappan script. The script

is written from right to left, and sometimes follows a boustrophedonic style. Since the

number of principal signs is about 400-600, midway between typical logographic and

syllabic scripts, many scholars accept the script to be logo-syllabic (typically syllabic

scripts have about 50-100 signs whereas logographic scripts have a very large number

of principal signs). Several scholars maintain that structural analysis indicates an

agglutinative language underlies the script. However, this is contradicted by the

occurrence of signs supposedly representing suffixes at the beginning or middle of

words.

3.6. Phoenician writing system and descendants

The Phoenician writing system was adapted from the Proto-Caananite script in around

the 11th century BC, which in turn borrowed ideas from Egyptian hieroglyphics. This

writing system was an abjad that is, a writing system in which only consonants are

represented. This script was adapted by the Greeks, who adapted certain consonantal

signs to represent their vowels. The Cumae alphabet, a variant of the early Greek

alphabet gave rise to the Etruscan alphabet, and its own descendants, such as the Latin

alphabet and Runes. Other descendants from the Greek alphabet include the Cyrillic

alphabet, used to write Russian, among others. The Phoenician system was also

adapted into the Aramaic script, from which the Hebrew script and also that of Arabic

are descended.

The Tifinagh script (Berber languages) is descended from the Libyco-Berber script

which is assumed to be of Phoenician origin.
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3.7. Mesoamerica

A stone slab with 3,000-year-old writing was discovered in the Mexican state of

Veracruz, and is an example of the oldest script in the Western Hemisphere preceding

the oldest Zapotec writing dated to about 500 BC.

Of several pre-Colombian scripts in Mesoamerica, the one that appears to have been

best developed, and the only one to be deciphered, is the Maya script. The earliest

inscriptions which are identifiably Maya date to the 3rd century BC, and writing was

in continuous use until shortly after the arrival of the Spanish conquistadores in the

16th century AD. Maya writing used logograms complemented by a set of syllabic

glyphs, somewhat similar in function to modern Japanese writing.

Topic : Ideology

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Ideology and Semiotic Theory

 Understand Ideology in diverse sciences

 Have knowledge regarding History of the concept of ideology

 Analyze ideology

 Define Political ideologies

 Describe Epistemological ideologies

Definition/Overview:

Ideology: An ideology is a set of beliefs, aims and ideas, especially in politics. An ideology

can be thought of as a comprehensive vision, as a way of looking at things (compare

Weltanschauung), as in common sense (see Ideology in everyday society below) and several

philosophical tendencies (see Political ideologies), or a set of ideas proposed by the dominant

class of a society to all members of this society.

The main purpose behind an ideology is to offer change in society through a normative

thought process. Ideologies are systems of abstract thought (as opposed to mere ideation)

applied to public matters and thus make this concept central to politics. Implicitly every
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political tendency entails an ideology whether or not it is propounded as an explicit system of

thought.

Key Points:

1. Ideology and Semiotic Theory

Ideology "identifies a unitary object that incorporates complex sets of meanings with the

social agents and processes that produced them. No other term captures this object as well as

ideology. Foucaults episteme is too narrow and abstract, not social enough. His discourse,

popular because it covers some of ideologys terrain with less baggage, is too confined to

verbal systems. Worldview is too metaphysical, propaganda too loaded. Despite or because

of its contradictions, ideology still plays a key role in semiotics oriented to social, political

life"

2. Ideology in Cognitive Science, Linguistics, Philosophy, Post-Modernism and Critical

Theory

Organizations that strive for power will try to influence the ideology of a society to become

closer to what they want it to be. Political organizations (governments included) and other

groups (e.g. lobbyists) try to influence people by broadcasting their opinions.

When most people in a society think alike about certain matters, or even forget that there are

alternatives to the status quo, we arrive at the concept of Hegemony, about which the

philosopher Antonio Gramsci wrote. Such a state of affairs has been dramatized many times

in literature: Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell; Brave New World by Aldous Huxley;

and A Wrinkle in Time by Madeline L'Engle. Noam Chomsky and Edward S. Herman have

argued that social ideological homogeneity can be achieved by restricting the conceptual

metaphors transmitted by mass communication.

3. History of the concept of ideology

The term was born in the highly controversial philosophical and political debates and fights

of the French Revolution and acquired several other meanings from the early days of the First

French Empire to nowadays. The word ideology was coined by Destutt de Tracy in 1796

assembling the parts idea (near to the Lockean sense) and -logy. He used it to refer to one
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aspect of his "science of ideas". (To the study itself, not the subject of the study.) He

separated three aspects, namely: ideology, general grammar and logic, considering

respectively the subject, the means and the reason of this science. He argues that among these

aspects ideology is the most generic term, because the science of ideas also contains the study

of their expression and deduction.

According to Karl Mannheim's historical reconstruction of the meaning-shifts of ideology,

the modern meaning of the word ideology was born when Napoleon Bonaparte (as a

politician) used it in an abusive way against "the ideologues" (a group which included

Cabanis, Condorcet, Constant, Daunou, Say, Madame de Stal and Tracy), to express the

pettiness of his (liberal republican) political opponents.

Perhaps the most accessible source for the near-original meaning of ideology is Hippolyte

Taine's work on the Ancien Regime (first volume of "Origins of Contemporary France"). He

describes ideology as rather like teaching philosophy by the Socratic method, but without

extending the vocabulary beyond what the general reader already possessed, and without the

examples from observation that practical science would require. Taine identifies it not just

with Destutt de Tracy, but also with his milieu, and includes Condillac as one of its

precursors. (Tracy read the works of Locke and Condillac while he was imprisoned during

the Reign of Terror.)

The word "ideology" was coined long before the Russians coined "intelligentsia", or before

the adjective "intellectual" referred to a sort of person, i.e. an intellectual. Thus these words

were not around when the hard-headed, driven Napoleon Bonaparte took the word

"ideologues" to ridicule his intellectual opponents. Gradually, however, the term "ideology"

has dropped some of its pejorative sting, and has become a neutral term in the analysis of

differing political opinions. Ideological references are important to many people throughout

the world. Karl Marx used the term in his own context often throughout his works.

4. Analysis of ideology

4.1. Meta-ideology

Meta-ideology is the study of the structure, form, and manifestation of ideologies.

Meta-ideology posits that ideology is a coherent system of ideas, relying upon a few
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basic assumptions about reality that may or may not have any factual basis, but are

subjective choices that serve as the seed around which further thought grows.

According to this perspective, ideologies are neither right nor wrong, but only a

relativistic intellectual strategy for categorizing the world. The pluses and minuses of

ideology range from the vigor and fervor of true believers to ideological infallibility.

Excessive need for certitude lurks at fundamentalist levels in politics, religions, and

elsewhere.

The works of George Walford and Harold Walsby, done under the heading of

systematic ideology, are attempts to explore the relationships between ideology and

social systems.

David W. Minar describes six different ways in which the word "ideology" has been

used:

o As a collection of certain ideas with certain kinds of content, usually

normative;

o As the form or internal logical structure that ideas have within a set;

o By the role in which ideas play in human-social interaction;

o By the role that ideas play in the structure of an organization;

o As meaning, whose purpose is persuasion; and

o As the locus of social interaction, possibly.

For Willard A. Mullins, an ideology is composed of four basic characteristics:

o it must have power over cognitions;

o it must be capable of guiding one's evaluations;

o it must provide guidance towards action;

o as stated above, must be logically coherent.
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Mullins emphasizes that an ideology should be contrasted with the related (but

different) issues of utopia and historical myth.

The German philosopher Christian Duncker called for a "critical reflection of the

ideology concept" (2006). In his work, he strove to bring the concept of ideology into

the foreground, as well as the closely connected concerns of epistemology and

history. In this work, the term ideology is defined in terms of a system of

presentations that explicitly or implicitly claim to absolute truth.

Though the word "ideology" is most often found in political discourse, there are many

different kinds of ideology: political, social, epistemological, ethical, and so on.

4.2. Ideology as an instrument of social reproduction

Karl Marx proposed an economic base/superstructure model of society. The base

refers to the means of production of society. The superstructure is formed on top of

the base, and comprises that society's ideology, as well as its legal system, political

system, and religions. For Marx, the base determines the superstructure. Because the

ruling class controls the society's means of production, the superstructure of society,

including its ideology, will be determined according to what is in the ruling class's

best interests. Therefore the ideology of a society is of enormous importance since it

confuses the alienated groups and can create 'false consciousness' such as the

fetishism of commodities. Critics of the Marxist approach feel that it attributes too

much importance to economic factors in influencing society.

The ideologies of the dominant class of a society (dominant ideology) are proposed to

all members of that society in order to make the ruling class' interests appear to be the

interests of all. Gyrgy Lukcs describes this as a projection of the class consciousness

of the ruling class, while Antonio Gramsci advances the theory of cultural hegemony

to explain why people in the working-class can have a false conception of their own

interests.

The dominant forms of ideology in capitalism are (in chronological order):

o Classical liberalism
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o Social democracy

o Neo-liberalism

and they correspond to the stages of development of capitalism:

o Extensive stage

o Intensive stage

o Contemporary capitalism (or late capitalism, or current crisis)

The Marxist view of ideology as an instrument of social reproduction has been an

important touchstone for the sociology of knowledge and theorists such as Karl

Mannheim, Daniel Bell, and Jrgen Habermas, amongst many others. However,

Mannheim attempted to move beyond what he saw as the 'total' but 'special' Marxist

conception of ideology to a 'general' and 'total' conception which acknowledged that

all ideologies resulted from social life (including Marxism). Pierre Bourdieu

extensively developed this idea.

4.3. Louis Althusser's Ideological State Apparatuses

Louis Althusser proposed a materialistic conception of ideology, which made use of a

special type of discourse: the lacunar discourse. A number of propositions, which are

never untrue, suggest a number of other propositions, which are, in this way, the

essence of the lacunar discourse is what is not told (but is suggested).

For example, the statement 'All are equal before the law', which is a theoretical

groundwork of current legal systems, suggests that all people may be of equal worth

or have equal 'opportunities'. This is not true, for the concept of private property over

the means of production results in some people being able to own more (much more)

than others, and their property brings power and influence (the rich can afford better

lawyers, among other things, and this puts in question the principle of equality before

the law).

Althusser also invented the concept of the Ideological State Apparatus to explain his

theory of ideology. His first thesis was "ideology has no history": while ideologies
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have histories, interleaved with the general class struggle of society, the general form

of ideology is external to history. His second thesis, "Ideas are material", explains his

materialistic attitude, which he illustrated with the "scandalous advice" of Pascal

toward unbelievers: "kneel and pray, and then you will believe", thus highlighting that

beliefs and ideas are a product of social practices, and not the reverse. However, this

mustn't be misunderstood as simple behaviorism, as there may be, as Pierre Macherey

put it, a "subjectivity without subject"; in other words, a form of non-personal liberty,

as in Deleuze's conception of becoming-other.

4.4. Feminism as critique of ideology

Naturalizing socially constructed patterns of behavior has always been an important

mechanism in the production and reproduction of ideologies. Feminist theorists have

paid close attention to these mechanisms. Adrienne Rich e.g. has shown how to

understand motherhood as a social institution. However, 'feminism' is not a

homogenous whole, and some corners of feminist thought criticise the critique of

social constructionism, by advocating that it disregards too much of human nature and

natural tendencies. The debate, they say, is about the normative/naturalistic fallacy -

the idea that just something 'being' natural does not necessarily mean it 'ought' to be

the case.

5. Political ideologies

Many political parties base their political action and programme on an ideology. In social

studies, a Political Ideology is a certain ethical set of ideals, principles, doctrines, myths or

symbols of a social movement, institution, class, or large group that explains how society

should work, and offers some political and cultural blueprint for a certain social order. A

political ideology largely concerns itself with how to allocate power and to what ends it

should be used. Some parties follow a certain ideology very closely, while others may take

broad inspiration from a group of related ideologies without specifically embracing any one

of them.

Political ideologies have two dimensions:

 Goalages: How society should work (or be arranged).
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 Methods: The most appropriate ways to achieve the ideal arrangement.

An ideology is a collection of ideas. Typically, each ideology contains certain ideas on what

it considers to be the best form of government (e.g. democracy, theocracy, etc), and the best

economic system (e.g. capitalism, socialism, etc). Sometimes the same word is used to

identify both an ideology and one of its main ideas. For instance, "socialism" may refer to an

economic system, or it may refer to an ideology which supports that economic system.

Ideologies also identify themselves by their position on the political spectrum (such as the

left, the center or the right), though this is very often controversial. Finally, ideologies can be

distinguished from political strategies (e.g. populism) and from single issues that a party may

be built around (e.g. opposition to European integration or the legalisation of marijuana).

Studies of the concept of ideology itself (rather than specific ideologies) have been carried

out under the name of systematic ideology.

Political ideologies are concerned with many different aspects of a society, some of which

are: the economy, education, health care, labor law, criminal law, the justice system, the

provision of social security and social welfare, trade, the environment, minors, immigration,

race, use of the military, patriotism and established religion.

There are many proposed methods for the classification of political ideologies. See the

political spectrum article for a more in-depth discussion of these different methods (each of

whom generates a specific political spectrum).

6. Epistemological ideologies

Even when the challenging of existing beliefs is encouraged, as in science, the dominant

paradigm or mindset can prevent certain challenges, theories or experiments from being

advanced.

There are critics who view science as an ideology in itself, or being an effective ideology,

called scientism. Some scientists respond that, while the scientific method is itself an

ideology, as it is a collection of ideas, there is nothing particularly wrong or bad about it.
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Other critics point out that while science itself is not a misleading ideology, there are some

fields of study within science that are misleading. Two examples discussed here are in the

fields of ecology and economics.

A special case of science adopted as ideology is that of ecology, which studies the

relationships between living things on Earth. Perceptual psychologist J. J. Gibson believed

that human perception of ecological relationships was the basis of self-awareness and

cognition itself. Linguist George Lakoff has proposed a cognitive science of mathematics

wherein even the most fundamental ideas of arithmetic would be seen as consequences or

products of human perception - which is itself necessarily evolved within an ecology.

Deep ecology and the modern ecology movement (and, to a lesser degree, Green parties)

appear to have adopted ecological sciences as a positive ideology.

Some accuse ecological economics of likewise turning scientific theory into political

economy, although theses in that science can often be tested. The modern practice of green

economics fuses both approaches and seems to be part science, part ideology.

This is far from the only theory of economics to be raised to ideology status - some notable

economically-based ideologies include mercantilism, mixed economy, social Darwinism,

communism, laissez-faire economics, and free trade. There are also current theories of safe

trade and fair trade which can be seen as ideologies.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Critique

Synthesis

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Critic

 Understand Criticism

 Distinguish between Constructive and Destructive criticism

 Comprehend Criticism in psychology

 Have knowledge regarding Criticism of Criticism
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Definition/Overview:

Critique: The term critique derives from the Greek term kritik, meaning "disgusting

judgment", usually of the value of something. Especially in philosophical contexts it is

influenced by Kant's use of the term to mean a reflective examination of the validity and

limits of a human capacity or of a set of philosophical claims and has been extended in

modern philosophy to mean a systematic inquiry into the conditions and consequences of a

concept, theory, discipline, or approach and an attempt to understand its limitations and

validity. A critical perspective, in this sense, is the opposite of a dogmatic one. Kant wrote:

We deal with a concept dogmaticallyif we consider it as contained under another concept of

the object which constitutes a principle of reason and determine it in conformity with this.

But we deal with it merely critically if we consider it only in reference to our cognitive

faculties and consequently to the subjective conditions of thinking it, without undertaking to

decide anything about its object.

Later thinkers used the word critique, in a broader version of Kant's sense of the word, to

mean the systematic inquiry into the limits of a doctrine or set of concepts (for instance,

much of Karl Marx's work was in the critique of political economy).

The cultural studies approach to criticism arises out of critical theory. It treats cultural

products and their reception as sociological evidence, which may be sceptically examined to

divine wider social ills such as racism or gender bias.

Formal and casual criticisms of a work (a poem, a painting, or a play, for example) often use

the term "critique" more loosely to refer to any argument about the quality of the work,

typically through reference to popular expectations or conventions of the genre. Many

philosophers prefer to distinguish such "weak" critiques (supported by arguments from

induction, testimony, appeals to authority or to emotion, consensus, chain of improbabilities

(e.g., Butterfly effect), or appeals to analogy) from "strong critiques" that rely only on

deduction, mathematical proof, and formal logic. Both types of critiques find expression in

academic essays, policy position papers, trade journals, periodicals, political and religious

leaflets, civic testimony, and judicial cross examination.
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Key Points:

1. Critic

The word critic comes from the Greek (kritiks), "able to discern", which in turn derives from

the word (krits), meaning a person who offers reasoned judgment or analysis, value

judgment, interpretation, or observation. The term can be used to describe an adherent of a

position disagreeing with or opposing the object of criticism.

Modern critics include professionals or amateurs who regularly judge or interpret

performances or other works (such as those of artists, scientists, musicians, or actors), and

typically publish their observations, often in periodicals. Critics are numerous in certain

fields, including art, music, film, theatre or drama, restaurant, and scientific publication

critics.

2. Criticism

Criticism in terms of expectations means democratic judgment over the suitability of a

subject for the intended purposes, as opposed to the authoritarian command, which is meant

as an absolute realization of the authority's will, thus not open for debate.

Criticism is the activity of judgment or informed interpretation and, in many cases, can be

synonymous with "analysis." In literary and academic contexts, the term most frequently

refers to literary criticism, art criticism, or other such fields, and to scholars' attempts to

understand the aesthetic object in depth. In these contexts the term "critic," used without

qualification, most frequently refers to a scholar of literature or another art form. In other

contexts, the term describes hostility or disagreement with the object of criticism. Sometimes

context, and the contentiousness of the subject, is the only differentiating factors between

these two approaches. In politics, for instance (as in the phrase "criticism of U.S. foreign

policy"), criticism almost exclusively refers to disagreementwhile in an academic, artistic, or

literary context (as in "criticism of Romantic poetry") it usually refers to the activity of subtle

interpretation or analysis.
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2.1. Constructive criticism

Constructive criticism, or constructive analysis, is a compassionate attitude towards

the person qualified for criticism. Having higher experience, gifts, respect, and

knowledge in specific field and being able to verbally convince at the same time, this

person is intending to uplift the other person materially, morally, emotionally or

spiritually. For high probability in succeeding compassionate criticism, the critic has

to be in some kind of healthy personal relationship with the other one, which is

normally a parent to child, friend to friend, teacher to student, spouse to spouse or any

kind of recognized authority in specific field. Hence the word constructive is used so

that something is created or visible outcome generated rather than the opposite.

Participatory learning in pedagogy is based on these principles of constructive

criticism, focusing on positive examples to be emulated over precepts to be followed.

There can be tension between friendly support and useful criticism. A critic might

usefully help an individual artist to recognize what is poor or slapdash in their body of

work, but the critic may appear harsh and judgmental in the process. Useful criticism

is a practical part of constructive criticism.

2.2. Destructive criticism

Destructive criticism is intended to harm someone, derogate and destroy someones

creation, prestige, reputation and self-esteem on whatever level it might be. This may

be done intentionally or out of sheer ignorance and foolishness. Hence the word

destructive is used. In practical life destructive criticism may be disguised as

constructive to be more painful while harming. Valid examination of intention of

critic is when asked to prove, to help or to be somewhat useful at all. Often

destructive criticism comes from persons who are envious, cruel and those who judge

in fields which are not their own.

An alternative definition of the difference is "Criticism by me is constructive.

Criticism of me is destructive." More usefully, whether criticism is constructive or

destructive depends heavily on the use the listener makes of it. "Whether the critic

meant to be constructive or destructive in pointing out that "2+2 does not equal 7" is

not nearly as important as whether the person addressed corrects his arithmetic. Many
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of the common definitions of "constructive" and "destructive" border on logical

fallacies: here the given definition of "constructive" is very close to argument from

authority, and the definition of "destructive" makes it easy to fall into argument ad

hominem. Criticism cannot be ignored or accepted based on whether it is constructive

or destructive.

3. Criticism in psychology

Criticism can also be a tool of antisocial behavior, such as a passive-aggressive attack.. One

of the symptoms of Narcissistic Personality Disorder is an inability to tolerate any forms of

criticism.

The critic is also considered to be the psychic inverse of genius. This insight was formulated

early by Lessing as "not every critic is a genius, but every genius is born a critic...genius has

the proof of all rules within itself." Kant scholar Jane Kneller has read this to indicate that, as

opposed to the externally oriented and culturally dependent critic, "genius demonstrates its

autonomy not by ignoring all rules, but by deriving the rules from itself."

4. Criticism of Criticism

Notable scholars of the Post-Structuralist tradition have often emphasized the self referential

nature of all criticism. Stanley Fish argues that all interpretations are subjective projections

and have no inherent meaning; therefore, the critic undermines himself for he undermines

only his own interpretation. Thus, concludes Fish, all criticism is self criticism.

Topic : Synthesis

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Synthesis

 Understand Synthesizer

 Have knowledge about Frequency synthesizer

 Comprehend Video Synthesizer

 Confluence ideas of electronics and arts

 Know its evolution into frame buffers
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 Describe speech synthesis

Definition/Overview:

The term synthesis (from the ancient Greek σύνθεσις σύν "with" and θέσις"placing") is used

in many fields, usually to mean a process which combines together two or more pre-existing

elements resulting in the formation of something new. The verb would be to synthesize

meaning to make or form a synthesis. Synthesis may refer to:

Philosophy, the end result of a dialectic as in thesis, antithesis, synthesis

Sound synthesis, various methods of sound generation in audio electronics

A cognitive skill in Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.

In electronic design automation, logic synthesis, the process of converting a high-level design

into a low-level implementation. In philosophy and science, a higher a priori process than

analysis

Key Points:

1. Synthesis

Synthesis (magazine), a web site and magazine covering popular culture. Synthesis is a

website, weekly newspaper, and a national magazine that deals with popular music, movies,

technology, and other interests of pop culture. The business is owned by Bill Fishkin, who

began the newspaper in Chico, California in his apartment. The magazine is known for

publishing eclectic information and opinions. The magazine also has a special focus on

MySpace, often interviewing frequent users of the website.

1.1. Synthesis

Synthesis is a scientific journal published from 1969 to the present day by Thieme

Chemistry. Its stated purpose is the "advancement of the science of synthetic

chemistry".
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2. Synthesizer

Synthesizer or synthesiser may refer to:

Synthesizer, a collection of electronic devices that modify or manipulate an electronically

generated musical tone or sound source.

Frequency synthesizer, an electronic system for generating any of a range of frequencies

from a single fixed timebase or oscillator.

Video synthesizer, a device that electronically creates a video signal

Speech synthesizer, an electronic device or computer program that produces human-like

speech

Synthesizer, a synthpop album by Information Society

Synthesizer, a song by OutKast from their 1998 album Aquemini

Synthesizer, a song by Electric Six from their 2003 album Fire

2.1. A synthesizer

A synthesizer is an electronic instrument capable of producing a variety of sounds by

generating and combining signals of different frequencies. A modern digital

synthesizer uses a frequency synthesizer microprocessor component to calculate

mathematical functions, which generate signals of different frequencies. There are

three main types of synthesizers, which differ in operation: analog, digital and

software-based. Synthesizers create electrical signals, rather than direct acoustic

sounds, which are then amplified through a loudspeaker or set of headphones.

Synthesizers are typically controlled with a piano-style keyboard, in which each key

functions as a switch to turn electronic circuits on and off. Although keyboards are the

most common control interface, other devices such as saxophone-style wind

controllers, MIDI-equipped electric guitars, drum pads or computers are used to

control synthesizers. Synthesizers can produce a wide range of sounds, which can

either imitate other instruments or generate unusual new timbres.
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The first electric synthesizer was invented in 1876 by Elisha Gray, who is best known

for his development of a telephone prototype. Robert Moog created a revolutionary

synthesizer which was used by Wendy Carlos's Switched-On Bach (1968) a popular

recording which introduced many musicians to the sound of synthesizers. In the

1970s, the development of miniaturized solid-state components allowed synthesizers

to become self-contained, portable instruments, which made them easier to use in live

performances. By the early 1980s, companies such as Yamaha began selling compact,

modestly priced synthesizers such as the DX7, andMIDI (Musical Instrument Digital

Interface) was developed, which made it easier to integrate and synchronize

synthesizers with other electronic instruments. In the 1990's complex synthesizers no

longer required specialist hardware and began to appear as software for the pc, often

as hardware emulators with on-screen knobs and panels.

2.2. Frequency synthesizer

A frequency synthesizer is an electronic system for generating any of a range of

frequencies from a single fixed timebase or oscillator. They are found in many

modern devices, including radio receivers, mobile telephones, radiotelephones,

walkie-talkies, CB radios, satellite receivers, GPS systems, etc. A frequency

synthesizer can combine frequency multiplication, frequency division, and frequency

mixing (the frequency mixing process generates sum and difference frequencies)

operations to produce the desired output signal.

2.3. A Video Synthesizer

A Video Synthesizer is a device that electronically creates a video signal.

A video synthesizer is able to generate a variety of visual material without camera

input through the use of internal video pattern generators, as seen in the stillframes of

motion sequences shown above. It can also accept and "clean up and enhance" or

"distort" live television camera imagery. The synthesizer creates a wide range of

imagery through purely electronic manipulations. This imagery is visible within the

output video signal when this signal is displayed. The output video signal can be

viewed on a wide range of conventional video equipment, such as TV monitors,

theater video projectors, computer displays, etc.
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Video pattern generators may produce static or moving or evolving imagery.

Examples include geometric patterns ( in 2D or 3D ), subtitle text characters in a

particular font, or weather maps.

Imagery from TV cameras can be altered in color or geometrically scaled, tilted,

wrapped around objects, and otherwise manipulated.

A particular video synthesizer will offer a subset of possible effects.

2.3.1. Video Synthesizers as Real Time performance instruments

The history of video synthesis is tied in to a "real time performance" ethic. The

equipment is usually expected to function on input camera signals the machine

has never seen before, delivering a processed signal continuously and with a

minimum of delay in response to the ever changing live video inputs. Following

in the tradition of performance instruments of the audio synthesis world such as

the Theremin, video synthesizers were designed with the expectation they would

be played in live concert theatrical situations or set up in a studio ready to

process a videotape from a playback VCR in real time while recording the

results on a second VCR. Venues of these performances included "Electronic

Visualization Events" in Chicago, |The Kitchen in NYC, and museum

installations. Video artist/performer Don Slepian designed, built and performed a

foot-controlled Visual Instrument at the Centre Pompideau in Paris(1983) and

the NY Open Center that combined genlocked early micro-computers with the

Chromaton 14 Video Synthesizer and channels of colorized video feedback.

Analog and early real time digital synthesizers existed before modern computer

3D modeling. Typical 3D renderers are not real time, as they concentrate on

computing each frame from, for example, a recursive ray tracing algorithm,

however long it takes. This distinguishes them from video synthesizers, which

MUST deliver a new output frame by the time the last one has been shown, and

repeat this performance continuously ( typically delivering a new frame

regularly every 1/30 or 1/25 of a second ) . The real time constraint results in a

difference in design philosophy between these two classes of systems.
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Video synthesizers overlap with video special effects equipment used in real

time network television broadcast and post-production situations. Many

innovations in television broadcast equipment as well as computer graphics

displays evolved from synthesizers developed in the video artists' community

and these industries often support "electronic art projects" in this area to show

appreciation of this history.

2.3.2. Confluence of ideas of Electronics and Arts

Many principles used in the construction of early video synthesizers reflected a

healthy and dynamic interplay between electronic requirements and traditional

interpretations of artistic forms. For example, Rutt & Etra and Sandin carried

forward as an essential principle ideas of Robert Moog that standardized signal

ranges so that any module's output could be connected to "voltage control" any

other module's input. The consequence of this in a machine like the Rutt-Etra

was that position, brightness, and color were completely interchangeable and

could be used to modulate each other during the processing that led to the final

image. Videotapes by Louise and Bill Etra and Steina and Woody Vasulka

dramatized this new class of effects. This led to various interpretations of the

multi-modal synthesesia of these aspects of the image in dialogues that extended

the McLuhanesque language of film criticism of the time.

In the UK Richard Monkhouse working for EMS developed a hybrid video

synthesiser - Spectre - later renamed 'Spectron' which used the EMSpatchboard

system to allow completely flexible connections between module inputs and

outputs. The video signals were digital, but they were controlled by analog

voltages. There was a digital patchboard for image composition and an analog

patchboard for motion control.

2.3.3. Evolution into Frame Buffers

Video synthesizers moved from analog to the precision control of digital. The

first digital effects as exemplified by Stephen Beck's Video Weavings used

digital oscillators optionally linked to horizontal, vertical, or frame resets to

generate timing ramps. These ramps could be gated to create the video image
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itself and were responsible for its underlying geometric texture. Schier and

Vasulka advanced the state of the art from address counters to programmable

(microcodable) AMD Am2901 bit slice based address generators. On the data

path, they used 74S181 arithmetic and logic units, previously thought of as a

component for doing arithmetic instructions in minicomputers, to process real

time video signals, creating new signals representing the sum, difference, AND,

XOR, and so on, of two input signals. These two elements, the address

generator, and the video data pipeline, recur as core features of digital video

architecture.

The address generator supplied read and write addresses to a real time video

memory, which can be thought of as evolution into the most flexible form of

gating the address bits together to produce the video. While the video frame

buffer is now present in every computer's graphics card, it has not carried

forward a number of features of the early video synths. The address generator

counts in a fixed rectangular pattern from the upper left hand corner of the

screen, across each line, to the bottom. This discarded a whole technology of

modifying the image by variations in the read and write addressing sequence

provided by the hardware address generators as the image passed through the

memory. Today, address based distortions are more often accomplished by

blitter operations moving data in the memory, rather than changes in video

hardware addressing patterns.

2.4. Speech synthesis

Speech synthesis is the artificial production of human speech. A computer system

used for this purpose is called a speech synthesizer, and can be implemented in

software or hardware. A text-to-speech (TTS) system converts normal language text

into speech; other systems render symbolic linguistic representations like phonetic

transcriptions into speech.

Synthesized speech can be created by concatenating pieces of recorded speech that are

stored in a database. Systems differ in the size of the stored speech units; a system

that stores phones or diphones provides the largest output range, but may lack clarity.

For specific usage domains, the storage of entire words or sentences allows for high-
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quality output. Alternatively, a synthesizer can incorporate a model of the vocal tract

and other human voice characteristics to create a completely "synthetic" voice output.

The quality of a speech synthesizer is judged by its similarity to the human voice, and

by its ability to be understood. An intelligible text-to-speech program allows people

with visual impairments or reading disabilities to listen to written works on a home

computer. Many computer operating systems have included speech synthesizers since

the early 1980s.
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